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"A SPLENDID SCRUM."—On July 14th, at Bazentin—le—Petit, scrum. One big section commander of mine was like a terrier
an English regiment stormed a trench and actually tackled the with rats. He smashed them down, grabbed them by the breeches'
Germans with bare hands. An officer who was there said he and the neck, and chucked them back over the parapet to roll
never saw anything finer in his life. "Never was such a splendid dawn into the remains of their own wire."
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'RUE TALES OF THE WAR BY FAMOUS CORRESPONDENTS

A NIGHT AFFAIR ON THE WESTERN FRONT
How British Daring Foiled a German Surprise
By H. F. Prevost Battersby

Mr. H. F. Prevost
Battersby

en/CR. H. F. PREVOST BATTERSBY , the brilliant war correspondent of
the " Morning Post," was educated for the Army at Woolwich and at
Sandhurst, whence he passed to a commission in the Royal Irish Rifles. He
represented his paper throughout the South African War (being twice wounded),
and in Somaliland, and he is now representing it in Flanders, where he was
wounded recently. Under his pen name of " Francis Prevost" he has published
two volumes of poetry, works on hockey—in which game he played for the South
against the North on five occasions—and many novels. Author, traveller, biggame hunter, and all-round sportsman, Mr. Prevost Battersby has enjoyed a
varied career. His identity with the brilliant novelist "Francis Prevbst" must
- not lead our readers to suppose that this present story is a piece of fiction ; it
is cast in fictional form because that helps to bring the thrilling adventure before
the mind with more vivid actuality, but it is really a narration of fact.

ENRY ALTON looked at his colonel with a certain
I I mild surprise. None of his surprises were ever
more than that.
Yes," said his C.O. " It is, as I told you, rather off
the usual line, but the Chief sees no other way of doing it.
He doesn't want to waste the men on a raid, and besides,
you know how little one learns from them of what the
Boche is up to."
Briefly, the job was to discover what in the way of
mining the enemy was doing. Along this stretch of the
front mining on both sides was the chief amusement.
Very little, so far, had actually come of it, but nothing is
more trying to the steadiness of men who have much else
to try them than the muffled tick, tick of a hostile pick
at some unknown depth beneath them, with the certainty
at no distant date of being dismembered in the air or
buried alive under the debris of one's own parapet.
Alton was therefore asked to discover where the mine
shafts started in the German lines, and the direction they
took. How - he was to do that, no one, including himself,
had the least idea. He was not a soldier by profession,
having been, till past thirty, a bank clerk in a Midland
town, and, having a wife and child and no money, had
tried for as long as he could to think that Britain could
do without him. He had enlisted, but found himself after
five months' service a first lieutenant. He was the sort
of man men trust, and having captained a famous football
team, knew how to handle them:
To- go with him on this occasion he chose a small, quickwitted Cockney of his own company, called Smith, on the
strength of his ability to think quicker and go through
smaller gaps than himself.
The thing had, of course, to be done at night, and they
waited at the sally-port—a dignified name for the little
tunnel that burrowed under the parapet and out beyond
the barbed-wire—for enough darkness to conceal their
movements. They< each had revolvers, which they did
not mean to use, and, fastened by a loop to their right
‘v ri st s the handle of an entrenching tool up to the top of
which had been slipped a cogged circlet of iron, guaranteed
to crush the hardest of Square-head skulls.

Rain and an Ill Wind
Grey blankets were draped like Crusaders' cloaks from
their shoulders, to mask their outlines when they had to
flatten themselves against the ground to cheat the German
flares. There was the usual dreary drizzle of rain, that
smeared the sides of the trenches with slime, and made
the bottom boards slippery as an ice-slide. The rain was
all to the good ; the soft drift of it would dull as much of
the sentry's ears_ as it had not hunted under his coat collar,
but the wind that brought it was- the wrong way, west by
south, carrying sounds to the enemy.
The man who was thrust into such an enterprise was
taking his life in his hands, in his finger-tips one might say,

so insecure was the holding ; but where that is done by
so many, it loses all its picturesqueness. There was no
" warm grip of a hand" to speed him on his way. There
was no =warmth anywhere a yard away from the braziers
that chilly night. A certain length of the front line had
to be warned of his adventure, so that he should not be
fired on going and returning, otherwise no one would have
paid any particular heed to him. He did not expect them
to. He had seen men, shaving by a periscope mirror, just
crook their bodies forward to make room for a casualty
carried away in a blanket, without troubling to look to
see if it was one of their pals. He did not even know the
subaltern who gave him a careless nod of farewell at the
sally-port. He had been away on a week's leave, and
there were a lot of new faces. That was the way of the
Army, always renewing itself like a tree; old leaves fell,
new ones sprouted ; the tree remained.

Flares and Rifle Shots
Clear of the slimy little tunnel, he looked carefully
about him, only his head raised. Here and there the
quick crack of a rifle told of vigilant or nervous eyes strained
across that uninhabitable country into which he was come,
and flares, like flowers of white flame opening in the air,
were beginning to outline the battle frontier for leagues
on either hand.
His idea was to find some unseen way into the
German trenches. He had really only a hazy idea of
what he expected. He would crawl along the entanglements, hoping that, in the glare of the Very lights, some
dark port of entry might reveal itself. Then, if he could
get into the trench, he would have to grope about among
its defenders—who were fortunately known to be feW—.
till he found what might pass for a mine-shaft.
It all
seemed very vague and unpromising ; but other men had
done it.
,
He crawled along in the rain, the Cockney 3outh *hind
him, the Blankets trailing, over their backs; all thejronf
of their bodies from their chins to their toes soaked from
being pressed for concealment at every flare-burst into
the soggy ground. As they crawled, even with out4pread
palms, their arms sank to the elbows and the slush closed
over their knees. The rain dulled their hearing, but once,.
when stopping to listen, they were aware of whispering
voices. They flattened themselves into the mud at once,
and Alton, his hands cupped over his wet ears, could make
out the speech to be German. The trenches here were far
enough apart for night patrols to be used, and when they
met, fierce, stabbing, throttling fights ended in one or
other being finished off in silence. While wondering if he

dared make such a fight for it, there was a soft rush in the
air above them, and, before the flare burst, the mud quaked
with the precipitation into it of the German patrol, too
big a one obviously for two men to tackle.
[Continued on pop 580,
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London Scottish Advance to the Pipers' Tune

London Scottish marching to the trenches to the skirl of the pipes.
Inset: German howitzers broken by British shells.

T he steel casque in place of the glengarry. London Scottish on the way to the fighting zone equipped from head to foot. Highland
soldiers are perhaps the most popular Britons, among General Haig's armies, in the land of our Gallic ally,
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NIGHT AFFAIR ON THE WESTERN FRONT
(Continued from page 378.)

The Germans lay grunting and muttering for several
minutes, only a few yards away; then crept on cautiously
towards the British lines, one of them actually stumbling
over Smith's foot, which he took, no doubt, for one of the
many that would never move again from that country.
About thirty yards farther on, while still crawling,
Alton felt the ground give way under his arms ; the grass
at which he grabbed proved to be lying loose about him,
and his body slid forward till all of it had disappeared
except one boot, to which his follower clung with a faithful
pertinacity that almost foiled Alton's apoplectic efforts
to free it. •
The Secret Passage
He had fallen into what proved to be the end of a tunnel
about four feet deep. Canvas had been laid across the
opening, and strewn with grass and earth. The tunnel
led towards the German lines, but could hardly be a mineshaft, and was needlessly long for a sally-port.
Alton paused. The chances of his coming out of that
burrow alive, if he went into it, were, he knew, small ; but
he was there for just the chance it offered, so, whispering
to his companion to wait for him for a couple of hours
before returning, he unstrapped the blanket from his
shoulders, felt along the lanyard to the handle of his
revolver, took a firmer grip of his knobkerrie, and began
to grope his way with lowered shoulders through the gluey
slush which clung half way to his knees. He listened
after= each thrust into it of his clotted feet, and heard
presently above the queer conch-like hum of the tunnel,
the drip of water. Caution, bred of the sound, and the
swift thrust of his head against 'the roofing, saved him
from mishap a moment later when his foot suddenly trod
upon air. There was plainly some sort of a drainage hole
in front of him, and after much wary balancing between
the slimy walls he managed to bridge it with his long legs
and again crept forward.
Ten yards farther on—they took him as many minutes—
he heard a grunting which seemed to be human. The
sound came nearer, but, while it still appeared to him some
little way off, a heavy body lurched against him. He struck
as he lost his balance, and buried his knobkerrie in the
oozy wall. There was a splutter of Teutonic gutturals
before he struck again, hitting this time a solid that was
not mud. Something heavy fell forward against his
stomach, and he felt fiercely for it with his hands, making
out with desperate swiftness a man's head and shoulders,
and fixing his fingers into the neck. There was no resistance, and, with the swift instinct that danger quickens,
he crushed the thin.. in his hands down into the mud and
held it there for a long
b
two minutes. Then he felt for the
rest of the body, and, pressing it down to the side out of
his way, went on. He was not conscious of being upset,
but had to stop because he was trembling. Killing a man
in that dark, secretive fashion seemed somehow more
like murder than war. A little farther on he thought his
nerves were playing tricks for he began to see something
red that came and went in- that subterranean blackness.
It was a long time before he made it out to be the glow of
a brazier near the end of the tunnel, and figures passing to
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and fro in front of it. He moved nearer„ cautiously, and
caught the murmur of voices. Nearer still, and he _could
hear what they said, and discriminate between shapes and
shadows against the parados. He propped his back on
the side of the tunnel and listened. The talk was spas--j
modic—the mere trench personalities that he knew so well.i
He waited half an hour, chilled to the marrow, biting hid
fingers to keep the blood in them. Then they began to
talk of to-morrow. He knew German well, but not well
enough to make out all they said ; but it Was clear thai
there was going to be some sort of sally the next day, and the
outlet they were guarding had something to say to it. Then
he tumbled suddenly to the meaning of that long tunnel.
By it, and others like it, the Boches were going after
dark to get out into No Man's Land, close up to our wire,
waiting there for their guns to demolish the parapet,
knowing that when our guns replied they would be laid
ineffectively to prevent a raid on their own empty trenches. ,
It was quite a new move in the game, and new moves
paid ; and the knowledge of it was much more important
to his own people than any news of mine-shafts. As he
turned stiffly to go, something was being hauled into the
mouth of the tunnel, a machine-gun, perhaps. That gave
a better chance to his stiffened joints to carry him out of
danger. As, he blundered along on them he fell over the
dead German. Obviously he could not be left there, yet
to drag him through that mud out of the tunnel was not to
be thought of. Then Alton remembered the drainage pit
By an immense effort he pulled the body forward, and
thrust it down into the hole, hearing with great ' relief
the slime slushing down on top of it. Then suddenly a beam
of light flashed past him. The men carrying the ,gun were
using an electric torch. They saw him, but probably taking
him for the comrade of whose corpse he had just diSposed,
only grunted something at him. He was soaked with Sweat
when he reached the entrance, and got a grip of the little
Cockney's hand. The men behind were so near that they
could not replace the covering of the tunnel. To leave it
uncovered might give away their knowledge. Signing to
Smith to imitate him, Alton spread himself by the mouth
of the tunnel, his knobkerrie laid back to strike. A head
appeared, then another ; woollen caps on both.
[The Work of the Knobkerrie
" Now I " he said, and struck. Fortunately Smith had
selected the other. Both men had to be got out of the hole,
by no means an easy job. Then they had to be dragged
towards the British, lines, so that their deaths might, when
discovered, be attributed to an indiscretion. It was
risky work, for either side might shoot. The bOdies were
at last laid near our wire, and then Alton, to run no risk,
smashed in one of the skulls with his knobkerrie.
He was going to repeat the operation on the other, when
his companion saved him the trouble, with a blow into
which he put an infinite relish. Ten minutes later they
were again within their own lines with the news that would
foil the enemy's raid on the morrow add carpet the Sad
spaces of No Man's Land with blue-grey uniforms.

Next Article: THE RUSSIAN 'SOLDIER'S
FAITH IN THE UNSEEN
By Hamilton File

TRAFFIC CONTROL AT THE FRONT.—British troops moving along a main road during the course of a British advance in the
west, with a military policeman on point duty in the middle of the road. (Official photograph. Crown copyright reserved.)
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Prussian Battalion

A wonderfully daring feat performed by a British airman was three hundred feet add the observer began to enfilade the whole
battalion with machine—gun fire. Scores of rifles were turned on
recorded from the region of hottest fighting in France. A bat—
the aeroplane, but the skilful pilot evaded the danger and soared
talion of the Prussian Guard was on its way to relieve some of its
triumphantly back to the British lines.
hard—pressed comrades when an aeroplane dropped to within

Thc War Illustrated, 5th August, 1915.
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The Roar of Britain's Cannon Far and Wide

Invisible! Where one of the most powerful British howitzers daily barks defiance at the enemy. Note the enormous shells, which are
covered with tarpaulins, and the typical British gun—crew facing the camera.

Ammunition dump. Returned empty 18—pounder cases in spark Profuse vegetation and flowers growing over a communication
behind the Franco—British front,
trench within a thousand yards of the first line.

Big British gun in action. Save for the sombre barrel, the whole machine has been veiled with matting, and a strong barricade of
earth—sacks has been erected on either flank to protect the gunners from flying splinters of enemy shells
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Charge of Deccan Horse at Foureaux Ridge

After the charge on July 14th. Deccan Horse
pleased and elated with their performance.

On July 14th British cavalry got their first chance of a charge since the early days of the war, the Deccan Horse debouching from the
woods and riding down the enemy infantry, retreating through the cornfields. This striking impression shows the Deccan Horse
awaiting orders to advance. The inset picture was taken while the Indian Lancers were on the move, (Official photographs.)
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In Flanders Where the Empire Holds Tryst

Martial pageantry in a sylvan setting. Highland soldiers crossing a Flemish canal
behind their officer, who is mounted on a white charger. (Crown copyright.)

Seaforths and Gurkhas filling their water—bottles
at a French village pump. (Crown copyright.)

A summer dip in perilous waters. Troops bathing in a French canal within the
shelled area. (Crown copyright.)

Rapid engineering work. Members of the Fort Garry Harse bridging a trenCh
in France. (Canadian Government copyright.)

Sharpening entrenching tools at a field forge on the
western front.
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Pluck

and Peril with the Gallant Seaforths

Two of the Seaforths ready to fire a trench—mortar directly the
observer, watching through the periscope, indicates the moment.
The tins in the foreground are for subsequent use as bombs.

German shell bursting near a British rest camp. Some soldiers
are contemplating the explosion with unconcern.

German reply to the mortar seen in first photograph. Shrapnel
bursting near the British parapet.

Having received the signal from the observer shown at the top of the page
the Seaforths fire their bomb, which can be seen in flight. (Photographs
Crown copyright.)

Seaforths who won- D.C.M. : R. S.—M. Sutherland,
Sergt. Porter, Corpl. Ward, Lce,—Corpl. Reid,
Corpl. Macleod.
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BATTLE PICTURES 9€1je G AT W
41:114 The French Swoop on Peronne WW By h'dwardWrigAt
HE Germans had long since known that France was
using all her finest troops round Verdun. At Douaumont the Germans had been forced back by the
supreme French fighting force—the famous Iron Division,
which had won the Battle of Nancy, broken the German
centre on the Marne, and made its first commander, General
Foch, the hope of his country. With the Iron Division
was another superb division of Bretons, who formed, with
the Ironsides, the zoth French Army Corps under General
Balfourier. The Germans knew these troops were at
Verdun, because they had been defeated by them.
They also knew that General Petain had brought with
him from Champagne to Verdun an army corps, composed
of the Colonial Division and the Moroccan Division, which
had conquered the Hand of Massiges in the Battle of
.
Champagne in September, 1915. The Colonials and the
Moroccans had made the fame of General Petain even as
the Iron ,Division had made the fame of General Foch.
And the Germans had the satisfaction of knowing that so
long as they continued to batter at Verdun, they would
retain there the two finest French Army Corps.
_
But another French general had recently risen to power
in the same way as Foch and Petain. His name was General
Fayolle. He had fought in Artois under Foch, and in
Champagne alongside Petain. Foch asked for him in view
of the allied offensive on the Somme, and General Fayollo
was given any troops he cared to select. Naturally, he
took the best, and when the Germans, towards the end of
June, 1916, were making their supreme effort against
Verdun, there were only regiments of the Line opposed to
them.
Veterans from Verdun
The divisions of the loth Corps were travelling by
rail and motor to the ,Somme, and after them came their
rival in tenacity and veteran valour, the Colonial Division,
with the Moroccan Division. The two army corps had
naturally suffered considerable loss in the Verdun battles,
but they were brought up to full strength by picked young
men from the farms of Brittany and from the French
plantations in Northern Africa. The Corps were- much
strengthened by the new young blood ; they had the
vehemence and swing of youth, harnessed to the most
experienced skill in fighting known in history.
While thus the spearhead of France was being directed
towards the new point of attack, the German General Staff
was being misled by the combined efforts in deception of
General Joffre and General Foch. From the opening of
trench warfare on the western front, General Joffre had
fixed on the little town of Peronne as a point towards which
a thrust must be made. So he, gave orders that Peronne
and the country round about should not be disturbed, and
when General Foch took_ over the control of the northwestern front he followed the policy of his Commander-inChief and imposed it upon our troops. The British forces
along the Somme became known as the Deathless Army,"
because they had so little fighting to do. Worn brigades
from Ypres and the Lille Ridge used to be sent towards
Peronne to enjoy a rest cure.
Successful Ruse Round Peronne
The idea, of course, was to lull the enemy into a feeling
of complete security, at the point where the French commander intended to launch a grand attack when France
and Britain could equal the enemy in heavy artillery
power. Simple as the scheme was for making the Germans
round Peronne easy and unsuspicious, it succeeded. From
October, 1914, to July, 1916, the Sixth German Army,
under General von Einern, had practically no work to do.
The apparent weakness of the French and British forces
opposed to him once made Einem over-confident, and he
attempted to thrust along the Somme River and break the
junction point of the Allied Armies at the -village of Frise.
He lost more than a division, and was thrown off the hills

T

he won, but allowed to retain Frise. General Foch appreciated the geographical situation better than did Einem,
and thought that if Frise was in the hands of the Germans
it would be the easiest possible place at which to break
the enemy lines.
Frise lies in a marsh threaded by the Somme Canal and
the Somme River. On either side of the marsh rise the
white cliffs of the great chalk tableland of Santerre. On the
southern bank the river and the canal make a great bend,
carving the mass of chalk into a large low- promontory, at
the eastern base of which -nestles the romantic city of
Peronne, by a marsh some two miles broad. Beyond the
marsh, on the German side, are high ridges of chalk, where
the main German heavy batteries dominated Peronne and
the river valley. From the German point of view, Peronne
was not worth taking by the French, for if the French
reached Peronne they would be faced by the wide marsh
and the ridges of trenched and galleried chalk, concealing
guns that could hammer Peronne to ruins. But it was
on this German view- of the situation that Joffre and Foch,
had built. The French commander did not want Peronne,
but only the great chalk promontory immediately west
of it, and we shall afterwards see why he wanted this
promontory.
Charge of the French Colonials
The action of the British forces north of the Somme
River seems to have been designed merely to assist the
French swoop on Peronne. As our force at Gornrnecourt
helped our more southerly force at Montauban, so our
army at Montauban, with the 2oth French Corps that
fought beside it, helped General Fayolle's main force that
advanced towards Peronne. When, on Midsummer Day,
our guns began their terrific bombardment, General Foch
also opened fire between the Somme and the Aisne. His
principal weight of metal, however, was at first thrown on
the Roye sector, some twenty miles south of Peronne. In
other words, he feinted with his artillery fire in much the
same way as did Sir Douglas Haig. But at dawn on
July 1st, 1916, some hundreds of the gigantic new French
howitzers were rapidly massed along their light railway
lines behind the French trenches on the Somme, and with
the rest of the French artillery they completely shattered
the German earthworks at Dompierre. Here the French
Colonial Division charged with remarkably slight losses.
General Petain's Trick of Attack
More experienced than some brigades of our New Army,
they were not caught in the rear by enemy machine-guns
when they advanced into the second, third, and fourth lines
of German trenches. In Champagne, in September, 1915,
Petain had taught the French Colonials a trick of attack
which prevented any - German surprise. Each. French company was divided into a charging force, mainly armed with
bayonets, and a clearing force, mainly armed with hand
grenades. When a long stretch of German trench was
won, the charging force climbed over it, while the clearing
force stayed behind and entered every dug-out, house,
cellar, and tunnel, and smashed the German machinegunners.
The Colonial Division is said to have had only a hundred
men killed in the Dompierre action. The men, however,
did not go far. They walked to their goal, instead of
running, and their officers held them strongly back when
they reached the line that had been assigned to them.
The French regiments in action had been through the
furnace of -Verdun, and it was easy, therefore, to restrain
them from becoming impetuous. For they knew what
would happen to them if they went beyond the limit of
the full power of curtain fire from their artillery. _
All that happened was that they did the work assigned
to them with swift precision and almost mechanical regularity. Covered by their guns, they killed every enemy
[Continued on page 00.
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Briton Resorts to Fists in Lieu of Bayonet

During the first two weeks of the British advance on the Somme • asked a comrade to hold his rifle while he polished off a German
the hand—to—hand fighting was particularly fierce and merciless.
with his fists. When he was asked afterwards why he had chosen
Yet there was one British soldier who could not forget his native
this method, he explained ingenuously that "the bloke was too old
sportsmanship even then. He was a quiet—looking fellow, and he
to shoot in cold blood and too thin to bayonet."
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Wounded Lance-Corporal Subdues Five Boches

mans by sheer weight of his brave personality. Holding his rifle
A striking instance of pluck and presence of mind on the part
high over his head he shouted furiously to the Germans to drop
of a lance—corporal. During the great advance he was sorely
their arms. They immediately complied with his command, and
wounded in the left arm, but, nothing daunted, he gripped-his rifle
the harder with his right hand and was able to subdue five Ger— the lance—corporal marched them all back to the British lines.

THE FRENCH SWOOP ON PERONNE
from page 87 , .

that showed fight, and killed him with their ancient fierceness of attack. But not a man of them got drunk with the
lust of battle, and attempted to go beyond the limit of
advance fixed by General Fayolle. In Dompierre, where
seventeen hundred Germans had been killed by shell fire,
the rest of the brigade were slain and wounded by the
charging force and the clearing force, and then in the hunt
through the cellars and caverns a remnant of seven hunched
prisoners was taken. At Becquincourt, close to Dompierre,
the hamlet was stormed, and farther south at Fay the gap
in the first German line was widened.
Lessons Learnt in Champagne
There were practically no charges in the old-fashioned
style. The French troops went forward in single file, at
very wide intervals, under an arch of shells from their guns.
At a certain distance from the hostile position each file
fanned out into lines of walking men in open order. If the
advanced slow thin line met with any resistance whatever, the men fell flat and sought for cover, while their
telephone operator or aerial scout communicated with the
batteries and brought, with great rapidity, a hurricane of
closely placed shells upon the obstacle: This method of
attack was a speciality of General Favolle. He saw nothing
of the battle, but sat with his staff at a central telephone
exchange, at which he could bring thousands of his guns to
bear, in less than a minute, on any point at which he
learnt his troops were being held up. His manner of
sending his divisions out in single file, so that they presented
a target only a yard broad to the enemy's guns, appears
to have been his own invention. The device of the central
telephone exchange for handling all the guns in mass was
something he had learnt in Champagne from General
'Detain.
The Germans wasted shells by the hundred thousand in
,trying to break up, by a great curtain fire, the non-existing
lines of charging French infantry. The enemy gunners
could not discern the new French tactics of file advance.
Their observation balloons had been either destroyed or
forced to descend, as the French had brought against them
a new instrument consisting of an explosive rocket fired from
a small gun carried in an aeroplane. The German scouting
machines and fighting machines had also been driven
from the front by a grand French aerial attack. Moreover,
the country was veiled in morning mist, so the German
gunners on the distant chalk ridges could not see what was
happening. Nearly all their telephonic communications
had been destroyed by the monster French shell, which
was charged with a new explosive of much greater power
than lyddite or trinitrotoluene.
Mereaucourt Fortress Reduced to Ruins
For all practical purposes, therefore, the German gunners
were blind. All they could do was to maintain by the map
a heavy curtain fire over the first French line, and over
the No Man's Land between the barbed wire fences. The
result was that the very widely separated single files of
attacking divisions received only some chance shrapnel
bullets, and many of these bullets were turned by the
French Steel helmet. The Colonials and Moroccans, in an
action lasting three hours, took and occupied four lines
of German trenches, from Dompierre to Fay, and then
worked with tremendous energy in erecting new parapets
and building new machine-gun positions.
Behind them the rest. of the army laboured, with still
more intense and sustained energy, in 'prolonging the
light railway's down which the great howitzers moved,
in digging pits for guns and chambers for shells, and in
bringing up munitions of war. The modern soldier is
in the first place a navvy, and only in the second place
a rifleman and grenade thrower. For one ounce of blood
he sheds in a victory, he has first to pour out gallons of
perspiration.
But the next day these great labours for the advancing
artillery gave General Fayolle a larger command over
the promontory of Santerre. There was only one wood
of importance on the tableland—Mereaucourt Wood,
running east of Frise, with a prolongation towards Peronne

known as Chapitre Wood. Mereaneourt Wood was an
immense fortress, consisting of redoubts quarried in the
chalk and covered with cupolas of armoured steel. Beneath
the cupolas were heavy howitzers as well as pieces of field
artillery. But no armoured steel could withstand the
shattering force of the new giant French shells, which
were more than a ton in weight.
On the morning of July znd the labyrinthine fortress
of Mereaucourt was an utter ruin, though no Frenchman
had attempted to set foot in it. When the Colonials
advanced they took Frise as easily as they had taken
Dompierre, and walking through the chaos of chalk, that
had once been a wood, they occupied it and built a parapet
near the cross-road running from Feuilleres to Assevillers.
All night and all day the fire of the light and heavy French
guns continued, hundreds of them being again moved forward, while thousands continued the overwhelming bombardment. The Germans had some forty thousand
infantrymen originally holding the attacked positions,
and the larger part of these men were put out of action
by French gun fire.. Before Einem could bring up two
army corps of reinforcements, General Fayolle broke the
centre of the second German line at Herbecourt, captured
the northern German wing position at Feuilleres and the
southern Gelman wing position at Estrees.
This happened on July 3rd, when the French infantry
were still working very close to their guns. The German
commander seems to have miscalculated the range of the
new French artillery. For he sent forward in daylight a
considerable part of his reinforcements, and they were
caught and broken by the French gunners. French airmen circled only five hundred feet above their infantry,
watching all their men's movements, and wirelessing to
their batteries if any obstacle or counter-attack menaced
the advance. Above the lowest squadrons of aerial scouts
there were level over level of French flying men, some
reconnoitring, others observing for the guns, with, at twelve
to thirteen thousand feet, the supreme conquerors of the
Fokkers, ambushed in clouds and guarding all the aerial
fleet from attack.
General Fayolle's Success at Santerre
By midnight, July 3rd, the French had penetrated more
than four miles into the German lines. Some days of rain
and thick weather then enabled the German commander
to bring up reinforcements, and to make a great counterattack which completely failed, owing to the fact that the
French were completely covered by their guns. These
guns were able to move forward through the curtains of
rain without their movements being espied, and on July 9th
the southern Battle of the Somme was practically won.
The new monster guns then had a network of light railways running to the highest point of the conquered promontory. They shattered the hamlet of Biaches, three
quarters of a mile from Peronne ; and when Biaches was
occupied by the French infantry the guns were turned on
the neighbouring high ridge of La Maisonette, which was
also stormed by our Allies.
Along the northern bank of the Somme the Iron Division
kept in line with the British advance, and carried the villages
of Curlu, Hem, and Hardecourt. But their work was only
valiMble in so far as it cleared the ground for the great, gum
on the Santerre promontory, south of the river.
From the promontory,' General Fayolle began to smash,
by long distance fire, the vital railways and important
canals that knotted at Peronne. The town was useless
to him at the time. He could not use it until the British
Army and the French zoth Army Corps curved round it
from the north-west. But from the promontory in the
bend of the Somme the French howitzers and monster
cannon were able to break the two German railway lines
of supply that fed the great enemy salient round Noyori,"
and also to reach the railway that ran towards Laon and
helped to feed and munition the German front along the
Aisne. Fayolle had cut one of the main arteries of the
invading armies, and he had done it with such slight losses
that his method of attack became at once even more famous
than that of 'Detain.

Next Article:
STORMING THE BAZENTIN HILLS
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Flying, Motoring and Signalling on the Somme

Kite—balloon about to ascend on observation work. Left: British
signaller operating during the Somme advance.

Mechanical transport drivers call a halt for supper along a road
leading from the firing—front.

British ammunition waggon on the Somme giving, a lift to three
wounded French Colonials.

Royal Scots' band outside their hut in France.
(Official photographs. Crown copyright reserved.)
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Jubilant Britons Consolidate Their Gains

Comfortable In the enemy's quarters. British soldiers photo-graphed in German dug—outs captured in the advance.

Africans wounded in the advance. Some of the men who cap—
tured Belmont Wood walking to the London Hospital bath—room.

Canadian officers in the first fine. Left: Scottish soldiers consolidating a
recently won German trench.

Monster British howitzer being placed in a new position on.the western front. It is partially-under cover of a farmhouse which has
already been struck by German shells. This enormous machine recalls the 16 in. siege—guns with which the Germans reduced Liege
and Maubeuge. (Official photographs issued by the Press Bureau.)
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Reserves and R.A.M.C. in the Fighting Zone

The Allies celebrated July 14th, the National Day of France, by successful attacks on the German lines north and south of the
Somme. This photograph shows men who were about to relieve others in the British front line having a meal before starting.

A "Rest Home" for soldiers near the firing—line. Note the
Royal initials " G.R." formed in plants in the flower—bed.

While the casualties in the Battle of the Somme were of course very heavy, authorities agree that the proportion of light wounds
was very high. At this caravan buffet for " walking wounded" the refreshments appear to have been more interesting to its
'patrons than their injuries. Inset: Wounded being brought to the dressing—stations on a trench tramway. (Official photographs.)
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE. A NEW SERIES

WITH THE HIGHLAND BRIGADE
IN MESOPOTAMIA
E'D been in
France,
wherever
the fighting was
thickest, right from
the start of the war,
being sent home
from India with the
first draft. And we
had been in everything that was of
any importance—
Mons, Ypres, Neuve
Chapelle, and FesPrivate John Haig
So when
tubert.
2nd Black Watch
they said there was
gig fighting to do in Arabia, they selected
us, and we went out there determined
to do` big things.
Our luck started when we left Malta.
We belonged to a big convoy that was
going to Sakmika, and when it came to
the parting of our ways we steamed right
through the two lines of ships. They gave
us rousing cheers that did us good to
hear, and then we lost sight of them, and
heard nothing more till we got to Alexandria, and then they told us a troopship
had been lost out of the convoy.
We had understood that we were going
to land at Alexandria, and were all ready
to do so. Our baggage was on the upper
'deck of the transport, but when we
arrived we got orders to proceed to try
to relieve General Townshend at Kut.
Port Said was our next port of call, and
, with
here we coaled ship. H.M.S.
several destroyers and monitors, was
lying here for the defence of the Suez
Canal. They, too, cheered us in a chummy
fashion as we cleared the Canal and
steamed along on our way. At Aden we
,stayed long enough to fill all our tanks
with water ; and at last, on Christmas
Day, we reached the mouth of the Tigris.
Christmas Day in the Old World
We had a glorious ChristMas dinner—
corned beef, with no potatoes, and dried
biscuits, washed down with a tot of rum.
In the evening--just about the time folks
at home were pulling crackers and sitting
round the nice bright fires telling stories
and enjoying themselves—we humped ail
our baggage to a, second transport, and
started off up the river to Basra.
Here the Seaforths disembarked and
proceeded in flat-bottomed barges, while
we of the Black Watch went on shore to
the old Turkish barracks—what a smell
they had, to be sure I—where we stayed
till the last day of the year, when our
main battalion arrived in still another
transport.
Hogmanay—New Year's Day—which is
always a Scotch festival, we kept up in
fine style, singing all the songs we could
think of as we plugged along the Tigris
in flat-bottomed barges. They hadn't
given the main battalion a single day's
rest ; they'd just chucked 'em from the
transport to the barges, and sent 'ern
along with us up the river.
We landed next morning at Kurna,
Where the Garden of Eden is supposed to
be, with a " forbidden fruit " tree as old as
Adam and Eve. We didn't get any chance
of tasting it, for we were bound for Amara,
and after a short Spell, on the shore we
pushed on again. When we reached
Amara wie did some field work on the

BY PRIVATE JJHN HAIG

sand, just to show that we hadn't forgotten
the way to attack.
And didn't it rain ! Drops as big as
shrapnel bullets fell all around us, and
soaked us through and through in less
than ten minutes. It was fun seeing us
double across that sand, where there
wasn't a hit of shelter • and I couldn't
help thinking about 'Neuve Chapels,
where the lead was coming over us every
bit as thick as the rain, and the Black
Watch advanced through it all as steady
as on parade. They didn't mind lead and
bullets a bit, but they cursed that rain
something shocking !
Back to the barges ; up the river in
the rain to Allegarbi, where we got out
all our gear and prepared to start out the
next morning. It was here that- I first
made the acquaintance of a bed on the
sand. It's just about the worst bed you
can have. AsyOn lie there, your hip-bOne
seems to be, on concrete, and when you
turn over the sand seems to shove out
hard ridges, and nearly breaks your back.
We got a tot of rum just before we made
camp, but there wasn't a wink of sleep
the whole night through for any of us.

- Blistering Heat in the Desert
We w ere glad when morning came,
and the sun shot up in a hurry, as it
always does out there. And we were in
for a grilling, I can tell you. At eight
o'clock we got orders to break camp and
start off. I've done some marching in my
time—out in India, and France, and eCt
home—but never anything like that. It
was hot—seemed as if the sun had made
a bet to scorch us up. There were a lot of
new chaps with the Black Watch, lads
who'd recently joined, and they couldn't
stick it. Every now- and then one would
fall out and rest, done right up with the
We were fully loaded—packs,
heat.
rifles, pouches and bandoliers full of
ammunition, water bottles and haversacks
full, and our blankets on our shoulders.
The very rifle barrels got hot, and if von
touched them with your bare hands they
raised a blister, while the water in our
bottles was lukewarm.
When we halted at, four in the afternoon
we were just about all out. We lit fires
and made tea, but nobody wanted anything to eat ; a tot of rum was just about
as much as we could manage to dispose of.
We simply lay down on the sand and
pulled otir blankets over our faces to keep
the flies off, and as soon as the sun went
down and it got a bit cool the rain started
coming down again in bucketfuls. But
we were too fed up and too tired to move ;
we simply lay there and soaked through,
blankets and all.
Black- Watch Goes Forward
At seven we crawled out, broke camp,
and started off again, and at ten our
advance guard came under the enemy's
artillery fire. It seemed really funny to
hear the guns in this strange land ; everything seemed at least a thousand years
old, and if the enemy had been armed
with bows and arrows we shouldn't have
been a Lit surprised.
There's one thing about the Turks,
they're, good clean fighters. If they see
a man clown they won't fire at him, and
any wounded who come into their hands
they'll bind up and leave for the stretcher
parties to find.

We were told that the Turks were
retiring, that the Seaforths had got 'em
on the run; so we halted again and gate
the Seaforths a yell of encouragement,
though, of course, they were too far away
to hear us.
Our colonel was well out in .front on
his horse, and as we lay there in the
broiling sun he came back, his charger all
in a lather.
" Fall in, Black Watch ! " he yelled out.
" You're wanted up there ! There's plenty
of work to be done this day—and you're.
just the boys to do it ! "
The cheer we gave then simply tore
the air ; we were all anxious to get a slap
at the Turk. We didn't need any coaxing,
I can tell you. We were going in support
of the Seaforth Highlanders, but we got
word that the enemy's right flank was
retiring, so we spread out in extended
order on the left of the line, with a whole
flank opposing us. We had no supports
behind us, and the fire was deadly, and
no mistake.
One young lad, just fresh out from
home, got a bullet through the ankle,
and yelled shockingly. Our corporal,
trying to.put some heart _into him, pulled
his leg, and put a bandage round his knee.
But the lad wouldn't see the joke.
" Where's the nearest dressing-station- ? "
he said, and when we pointed it out to
him he started off on his 'own, limping as
fast as he could go. Another bullet caught
him and he fell down, and the corporal
who'd been having a joke with him
jumped out of the trench and picked him
up. He carried him through .the rain of
bullets and the hell of shell fire to the
station, and then came back through it
all without a scratch, as cool as you please.
We gave him a cheer that meant more
than a dozen Victoria Crosses to him.
9th Lancers Scatter Arabs
Just then the Arabs tried to rush
round our flank, but the 9th Lancers—
a native Indian. regiment—met then]. and
gave 'em pepper, red and raw. They
beat 'em back time and time again. It
was a glorious sight—the horses crashing
against each 4,ther, the lances and the
swords flashing, and then the white
garments of the Arabs streaming out as
they flew back on their horses.
I in only telling the cold truth when Isay that the ground was dyed crimson.
Shrapnel shells and bullets were making
the air black ; one shell burst in front
of me, and I got a smack with a piece of
hard earth that knocked me down. Up
I got, and was advancing again when a
bullet plugged me in the thigh. :1 got out
my field-dressing and tied it up, and tried
to crawl on, but my leg seemed to freeze
and was a dead weight. So I took off my
pack, and used it as head cover for myself.
I lay there a full two hours, till the
firing died down, and then, using my rifle
as a walking-stick, started off back to the
dressing-station. I reached it at four in
the morning,' completely exhausted o and
when I got there I found over half the
battalion there as•well. There was nobody
to attend to us, and we had to do what we
could for each other. It was pitiful, and
we cried like school kids who've lost their
mothers. Lads were dying off all round
like flies, and Are said some hard things
about - the hospital people, I can tell you.
The unwounded troops collected - us
next morning and packed us in the barges
and sent us down river, where we were
transferred to the hospital ship Varela.
We reached Bombay on January eand—
just seventeen months after we'd left
India to go to the Front—and I left for
Blighty on April Li.th.
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Trench and Transport Scenes Along the Tigris

Campaigning in Mesopotamia. Stout—limbed British soldiers escorting a Red Cross waggon from the trenches to a field—
hospital. Mules are found of great service for transport along the rough roads of the Tigris Valley owing to their sureness of foot.

Motor—launch on the Tigris. The vessel's rudder has fouled
the rope of the barge it is towing.

A bullock transport in Mesopotamia. Inset: British troops proceeding along a communication trench on their way to attack
the Turks. The barren nature of the country where the campaign is being waged is strikingly illustrated.
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With the British at the German Second Line

Bringing in the dead from the battlefield. Four Canadian soldiers
on melancholy duty in France.

Canadian sergeant gathering equipment left on the battlefield
after the advance. These are collected for further use.

German howitzers shattered on the Somme. A vivid im—
pression of the power of our new guns and munitions.

Relics left behind by the Germans: Mining machinery, bells, lights,
etc., discovered in an enemy dug—out.

Doughty Canadian Highlanders behind their ramparts in France.
(Photographs on this page are Canadian Government copyright.)

Some of the Warwicks after a stern fight with the enemy enjoy
welcome repose on the slope of a hill.
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Two Phases of the Victory at La Boisselle

Assembling men ready to storm the German trenches, one of the most dramatic pictures of the war. A sergeant is giving orders in
the foreground. On the left an officer laden with equipment is about to change his cap for a steel casque.

After the capture of La Boisselle. Men of the Royal Fusiliers indulge in a pardonable display of pride and spirit. Scattered
among the crowd are a number of French officers. In the far distance is the battle-line. (Official photographs.)
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THE BRITISH SAILOR AS I KNOW HIM
An Appreciation of Jack " Afloat and. Ashore
By Lady Beatty
EFORE dealing with a phase of the sailor's life that is
very near and dear to me, let me try to give a few
general impressions of the brave lads which may be
of interest.
Naturally, the gallant British sailors occupy a warm
place- in my heart, and there can be few at the present
day who do not share this admiration and affection with
me. After seeing our brave men at close quarters—before
and after battle--I am more than ever amazed at their
wonderful vitality, their devotion to duty, and their
cheerful outlook. Men who fear nothing, who are always
uncomplaining, ever ready to endure storm and stress
with patience and grit, they undergo privations with a
cheery heart, are happy on shore and afloat, and in the
heat of- battle prove to all the world that they still have
the Drake and Nelson spirit.
People often speak of the
sailor as being very human.
This is true, for I have studied
him very closely, and find it so.
He is fond of life—he lives, if
anybody does—and I think he
gets as much out of it as most
peoPle. Sometimes you would
think these big, strong, efficient men had never left their boyhood behind them, for they have
the heart of happy schoolboys.
They seem so free from all care
and worry. They are children
of Nature, free and easy in
manner, boundless as the blue
sea in their vitality and outlook,
always kind-hearted, and never
for a moment despondent.

ment of some sort. These are generally given on board,
and afterwards repeated at the Ar.M.C.X. Hut.
In this connection it is sad to think of the splendid men
of the Queen Mary. Not long before the recent naval
Battle off Jutland, the officers and men of this fine battlecruiser had been rehearsing for a special performance to
be given in the hall of the osyth Institute. A contingent
of bluejackets from several ships had been invited to the
performance. It had been arranged for Wednesday afternoon, May 3ist. The final rehearsal had been a success.
Special costumes had been supplied by a London firm, and
appropriate stage fittings, including electric footlights,
installed. At the time the performance was to have been
given she was at the bottom of the sea. And for more
than three days none felt disposed to dismantle the hall.
One could describe at length
the wonderful work that is
carried on at the Rosyth Institute, but space only admits
of a very brief account. The
men come ashore for certain
hours, and spend their afternoons in a most enjoyable
fashion. They give concerts,
play- billiards,- read, write, and
amuse themselves. A canteen,
presided over by the ladies,
supplies them with food and
drink. These efficient helpers
come on duty at twelve and
relieve each other.

A Favourite Institution
Sometimes the fine hall is
given over to a dance. No one
who has not witnessed it can
Work of Y.M.C.A.
imagine the scene when six
Let me now briefly describe
hundred or seven hundred sailors
the work of the Y.M.C.A.
are dancing, men who have been
Everyone is familiar with the
keeping vigil on the North Sea
magnificent work of the " Red
or recently been in action. They
Triangle." There is no misbring their own band. A pianola
taking what our sailors think of
has recently been added to the
it, and, after all, it is their
hall, with money sent to me
opinion that counts. They have
from the Colonies for this purcome to realise that the sign of
pose, and is highly appreciated
the Red Triangle at home and
by the men. The men's spiritual
abroad spells comfort and peace.
welfare is not overlooked, and
It suggests to them a real
on Sunday afternoons there is a
" home from home," where in
Men's Bible Class for sailors,
their leisure moments in port
which is well attended and much
they can find kind friends and
Photo:
ict
appreciated.
A charming portrait of Lady Beatty, wife of Vice—Admiral
willing helpers, rest, refreshment,
Everything possible is done
Sir David Beatty, K.C.B., D.S.O.
and recreation.
for the sailors' comfort, The
Here at Rosyth, shortly after war broke out, a large fine hall has a large seating accommodation, with- a stage
wooden Institute was erected near the dock gates, with fitted up at one end, and mattes an admirable recreation,.
the encouragement of the Admiralty, at the cost of about room, and the billiard-table is much patronised. At the
'1,5oo, to meet the urgent temporary need for such a other- end of the hall is the canteen, also the library, the
place. The Admiralty gave Z400 towards the scheme. volumes of which are eagerly devoured by the men—when
As at other places, the use of this Institute by men of the the buns run out
Fleet is limited, as the requirements of the Service at
The dining-hall is one of the finest of its kind, and several
present are such that the men's leave ashore is short and hundreds can sit down to a meal. In the dinner hour it is
uncertain. The establishment of the Institute at Rosyth chiefly patronised by the dockyard men, and the meat-pie
has been amply justified by the use being made of it by dinner is a favourite institution peculiar to Rosyth. The
the naval community ashore, and by the sailors on short sailors patronise the dining-hall in the afternoons, and
leave granted to them. Ever since I had the honour of greatly appreciate the substantial teas that are provided.
opening the Institute in September, 191.4, I have taken a Their favourite menu is a " bacon-and-egg tea." The
warm interest in its welfare,
kitchen has been enlarged, and is now one of the best of
In the winter months the sailors have no other place to its kifid, with everything up to date. There are bath-rooms,
go to except the canteen, which is very good in fine weather. store-rooms, and cubicles for the staff, also a much-soughtBut they are glad to come to the Institute and give their after rest-room for the petty-officers, containing a billiardown concerts. These- are got up by the different ships. room. I am very anxious now that there should be added
Almost every ship stationed there has given an entertain- about one hundred cubicles, principally for dockyard men

Coaling 'a British 'man—o'—war in the Eastern Mediterranean.
An officer is recording on a slate the number of sacks shipped
by the different coaling parties.

John Travers Cornwell, the First—Class Boy of H.M.S. Chester
in rank and deed. Memorials to his honour have already been
mooted, but the best appreciation of his gallantry would be in
the nature of making happier and easier the lot of his
comrades and their dependents, as suggested by Lady Beatty.

and twenty or thirty for sailors when they come ashore on
leave and have no other place to go to.
To turn now to a different topic. My idea is to establish
a fund which can be utilised for the proper education and
encouragement of the children of those sailors who have
lost their lives in the service of their country. I have
found the public very good in their generosity, and I feel
confident that any sensible scheme that has for its object
the helping of our sailors will appeal to them. One can
imagine how terribly hard it is for the widows left with
young children. Yet they have a natural repugnance to
being made the objects of charity.
My scheme is to get together a committee of officers'
wives to organise a fund, but before doing this it would be
advisable to ask some practical and sympathetic people

to interview the wives, and in this way ascertain exactly
on what lines they would like to be helped. I am very
anxious that the -idea of charity should not enter into the
scheme. In _addition, I think it would be a good idea to
help the older girls of our dead heroes. These girls, after
leaving school, are often at a loss to know what to turn to.
The scheme will; I feel confident, secure the hearty and
generous co-operation of my readers.
Don't Send Woollies
Our sailors are very deserving of help after all they
have done and are doing for us. People have a soft corner
in their hearts for these splendid men.
Not long ago I visited some of them in the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, who were taken there after the fight,
and was deeply struck by their bravery and patience. A
nurse told me she had never known such angels " as
patients, and they were so uncomplaining and brave, never
a single murmur, although many were seriously injured.
" We must get at them again," was their one thought and
voiced utterance. They like to think someone is helping
their folks when they are away on duty.
This leads me to speak of the needs of our men. People
often ask me how they can help. Many would like to help,
but don't know quite how to. It is a waste of money to
send" woollies," of which I get thousands sent to me, people
having an idea it is just what the sailor needs. The North
Sea is not any colder now than in peace time. But these
good, kind-hearted people could very well spend their
money on other things, or keep their money for times
when different things may be needed. Books, games,
gramophones, and cigarettes are always acceptable ; also
sweets, for the sailors are tremendous people for sweets.
These, then, are a few impressions of the British
sailor as he appears to me, and from what has been
said it will be evident that
nothing one can do for him
and his can be too great,
in view of what he has
done and is doing for us.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead
1

Capt. H. F. MOTT,
London Regiment.

Major J. H. W. JOHNSTONE,
Royal Field Artillery,

Capt. W. C. HAYDEN,
Hon. Artillery Company.

Capt. C. M. HUMBLECROFTS, Royal Sussex Regt.

Capt. J. R. WALPOLE,
Royal West Surrey Regt.

Capt. D. V. F. ANDERSON,
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Capt. L. P. WALSH,
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Capt. G. N. ALISON,
Seaforth Highlanders.

Lieut. F. J. CORR,
Canadian Infantry.

aptain W. C. Hayden joined the Honourable Artillery Company in 1897. In 1910 he .
won the championship of the regiment fOr shooting at the annual Risley rifle meeting.
On the outbreak-of war he volunteered: for active service with the let Battalion H.A.C., and
was immediately offered his corninission;
leayIng:•41th his regiment for France about
September. 1914. He was wounded in the'atteck.atilooge, June, 1915. and was 'killed in
action while in his dug-out by a shell at Ifooge,-.60 Bentember 15th, 1915.
Captain Cyril Mitford Humble-Crofts, -Royal. Paissek Regiment, was the third son of
Prebendary and Mrs. Humble-Crofts, of Waldron Rectory, Sussex. Captain John Robsart
Walpole. Royal West Surrey Regiment, received his commission in January, 1001, in the
Lancashire Artillery Militia, and subsequently,- in 1904, a commission in the "Queen's."
Resigning -in 1910, he spent three years•ru0er, planting in Malaya. On the outbreak of
war he rejoined his old regiment, and witc,ga.zetted captain in December, 1914. He was
the second son of Sir Charles and the late'ady.',1Valpole.
Temporary-Captain Hugh Fenwick MOW, LOnclote Regiment, who was twenty-two years
old, was educated Wt Marlborough and Ogord.: Ire received a commission in September,
1914, and was slightly wounded once. He,wde 'awarded the Military Cross in the Birthday
Honours Of 1916. He was killed in action, `f, gallantly leading his company in the attack."
Captain Denis Vipont Friend AndersOn, 1st Battalion the Royal Dublin Fusiliers, which
- formed part of the " glorious 29th Division,'1..was killed in action in the Gallipoli landing,
on April 25th, 1915.

C

Lieut. J. S. B. BALL,
Royal Field Artillery.

Sec.-Lieut. W. H. POWETT,
Ring's (Liverpool) Rest.

Lieut. F. L. MISCH, D.S.O.
Irish Guards.

Sec.-Lieut. R. J. C. LEADERDurhanf Light Infantry.

Sec.-Lieut; H. L. TATE,
Royal, 'Field Artillery.

Sec.-Lt. P. K. BADDELEY
Royal Field Artillery.

Sec.-Lieut. G. PERKIES,
West Yorks Regiment.

Sec.-Lieut. J. M. HUNTER,
Sec.-Lieut. G. H. MASSEY,
Sec.-tient: O. LL. JOHNS,
Sec.-Lieut. P. F. GETHIN,
Sec.-Lieut. EL L. PRICE;
Wiltshire Regiment.
Royal Field Artillery.
Royal Field Artillery.
Devonshire Regiment.
Middlesex Regiment;
(Photos by Chancellor. Elliott & Fry, Claude Harris, Brooke Hughes, Lafayette, Russell & Sons, Swains, Lambert Weston.)
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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

A HARBINGER OF VICTORY.—During the four weeks ending
July 24th last, it is computed that the British artillery put no
fewer than five million shells into the German positions. From
the French lines the shell expenditure cannot have been much

Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

less. This tornado and the unsurpassable gallantry of the allied
troops robbed the foe of the initiative. Our photograph shows one
°tithe gigantic French 400 mm. shells being hauled to the gun—
breech. Victory is still synonymous with shells! shellsll shellsil:
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TRUE TALES OF ,THE WAR BY FAMOUS CORRESPONDENTS

THE RUSSIAN SOLDIER'S FAITH IN THE UNSEEN
The Simple Piety of the Tsar's Fighting Men
By Hamilton Fyfe
Special Correspondent u.,:th the Russian Army

national temperaments the Slav possesses the most lovable, if the most
o f all
complex and mysterious. HuMorous, generous to prodigality, with a
rare detachMent from the material issues of life, the Russian is the very antithesis
of the over-industrialised Teuton type. The Tsar's Holy War declared against
the Austro-German alliance is no picturesque figure of speech, but a fervent
national expression of the will to triumph over the unendurable menace of the
Central Empires. The religiOus zeal and spiritual exaltation of the Russian
peasant-soldier form the subject of this most engrossing instalment of our " True
Tales" series. The author is Mr. Hamilton File, whose vividly-written
despatches from Petrograd and Russian Army headquarters have been an important
feature of the " Daily Mail " for more than twelve months. Mr. Fyfe has had
iyoypa
great experience of the war both on the east and west fronts.
Mr. Hamilton Fyfe

M

OVING about along the Russian front one comes
across constant evidence of the religious element
in the Russian character.
Nothing in the war has made me think or feel more
deeply than this. At first it astonishes an Englishman,
or a Frenchman, to find a whole army, with very few
exceptions so far as I discovered, sincerely, unquestioningly,
openly professing its faith in the Unseen. Later, this
'becomes so integral a - part of one's daily life that one
scarcely regards it.' It is the same everywhere. At first
one is surprised in the cities to see people of all classes
crossing themselves when they leave home, when they
return home, when they pass a church (even if they are
in a train or a street-car), when they are within sight of a
shrine containing a holy picture. Afterwards one does
not notice it.
In the Army, as in civil life, the phrase " Slava Bogu "
(Glory to God) is constantly used, and used with meaning.
When they sit down to a meal, most of the older and many
of .the younger officers are careful to cross themselves.
Wherever I have happened upon services held by regimental
priests, I have seen them eagerly thronged by all the =men
who could be spared, and listened to with reverent attention. There is no need to have church parades. If the
men are free, they cannot keep away from the sound of the
singing and the basso profondo intonation of the priest.
I stopped for a few minutes recently at a divisional
headquarters, to pay respects to a general whose trenches
I had permission to visit.
" Come and see our church," he said at once, and took
me into a big room fitted up for the Orthodox ritual. It
was not Sunday, but a Mass was being sung, and the room
was packed with soldiers.
Spiritual Exaltation of the Slav
Two services to which happy chances brought me just
in time will always remain in my memory. Never will
Palm Sunday and Easter Eve pass by without renewing the
emotion they aroused, without recalling to my mind the
nearness of God to men which they seemed to make so plain.
On a rainy, gusty morning I was riding with some Staff
officers towards the positions held by a gallant Finnish
regiment. It was Palm Sunday. We had just passed a
village churchyard filled with Galician peasants coming
away from Mass with their branches of pussy-willow palm.
As we, trotted the breeze brought snatches of harmony to
our ears. We reined up and listened. Then we followed
the sound and came soon to a little tent pitched under the
shelter, of a ridge. In the tent was a table dressed as an
altar with green and gold frontal ; upon it were a book
and a crucifix, with two tiny tapers burning before an
icon (holy picture). Before the altar a priest in green an.1-

gold vestments was chanting. To one side, apart from
the congregation, stood about twenty soldiers. They
were the choir. A young officer with a tuning-fork acted
as conductor, after the practice of Russian church choirs.
Whether it was because I expected little, or because
of the impressiveness of the scene, or because they really
were a wonderful choir, I cannot tell, but I certainly feltand I feel still—that I had never heard singing more beautiful. Russian church music is, affecting always. Here was
a rendering of it which brought out with most moving
simplicity the haunting appeal of the Orthodox office
to the pity and tenderness of God. " Gospodi, pomilui"
(" Lord, have mercy ") was sung with an infinitely touching
stress upon the significance of the words.
Divine Service Under Fire
From not far off came at intervals the boom of big-gun
firing. Close by were three graves with pathetic freshly-cut
wooden crosses over them, marking the spot where three
men of the regiment had been killed a few days before by a
shell. Round about were many shell-holes. All of those
singing, all of the congregation, knew that at any Moment
a like death might put an end to them. The voices rose
and fell, now swelling to joyous praise and gladness, now
sinking to a murmur of exquisitely modulated petition.
They blended with the effect of an organ played by a
master of music. The emotional quality of their singing
was intense. Never in any cathedral had I felt God so
close, or realised so poignantly the cry of humanity to its
Creator—" Lord, have mercy," " Lord, we beseech Thee
to hear us," " Spare us, Good Lord."
I still believe it was the singing itself, and not the sur-•
roundings, which took my spirit prisoner that rainy, gusty
day. The service over, the colonel invited us into his
" dug-out." We went down steps, through a door marked
" Regimental Staff " into the pleasantest little underground house, just like a house in a fairy-tale. Here the
colonel not only produced most hospitable refreshment, but
he asked a few of the choir to let us hear some Cossack
soldier-songs. Their singing seemed to be no less perfect
below ground than it had been above in the open. Rough
soldiers all of them=peasants, illiterate boys. But the
-very soul of music was in them, and their conductor must
be a genius.
The week between Palm Sunday and Easter Eve slipped
by, and the question arose : Where should I.see Easter
in?
The midnight Resurrection service irfRussia is the greatest
religious festival of the year, and it is always followed by
a supper to celebrate the ending of the Great Fast. Around
this Easter Supper have grown up the same tradition and
[Continued

on page
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With Brussiloff and His Redoubtable Russians

Erecting screens of rough-hewn timber against the German '‘ portmanteaux, ' Jr "Jack Johnsons " as our men generally call them.
Russian offi c ers directing a cannonade, for which they now have unlimited ammunition, from an infantry trench in,Bukovina.

A group of Russian officers at work in the Staff quarters of a division. Throughout the war the operations of the Russian Army, both defensive and offensive,
have been distinguished by generalship of the highest order.

Escorting Austrian prisoners captured in recent battles to the rear. Inset: General Alexei Brussiloff among his men, who worship
him. Since General Brussiloff began his great offensive in June, the number of prisoners taken by the Russians has excesJad
300,000, and the Austrians have been driven back from the Pripet on a front of 220 mile-4.
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THE RUSSIAN SOLDIER'S FAITH a."0 ag saz)
sentiment of family affection which cling to our CAristmas.
Highest and humblest alike make merry. No one is so
poor as not to be able to set out a "Paschal board."
An army corps Staff was kind enough to invite me, but
I felt that I would sooner be among the soldiers in the
field. Coming in the dusk of the soft April evening to a
field dressing-station about a mile from the trenches, I
found preparations going forward, and the kind sisters
asked me to stay with them. They were four of the
sweetest, simplest souls imaginable. At once they put
me on a footing of friendship, just as children welcome a
fresh comrade with open gaiety of heart. We took a
lantern and trudged along the uplands, watching the
travelling glare of searchlights and the incessant
lighting-up of our position by rockets from the Austrian
lines. We heard a battery clatter through the dark
village below us. We saw distantly the long mysterious snakes of twinkling light which mean transport
columns. Then we went indoors and played children's
games and Wrote in confession albums, and laughed a
great deal, and discovered mutual friends, with such other
simple-hearted enjoyments. At home, these were young
women in society. One was a princess. All belonged,
as they say in the United States, to the " first families."
Here they were just " sisters," living four in one little
cottage room, and they made me their brother indeed.
" Now, no more frivolity," said one soon after eleven.
" The priest is here. The service will begin." So we lit
tapers to hold in our hands and went outside the cottage
into the darkness. Again there was an altar in a small
tent, with soldiers standing before it. Some had brought

lanterns, and the light from these made long, shiny flickers
on the wet ground, for it had been raining. Every few
moments fresh steps were heard; plodding their way
toward us. All felt the emotion of the hour. The sisters':
faces were grave, and shining tears glistened in their eyes:
Frequently the priest came to the edge of the tent and cried
three times " Kristos voskress " (Christ is risen), receiving
from the darkness the fervent answer, " Voieestinoo
voskress " (He is risen indeed). Everyone was moved:
Everyone felt the common Fatherhood of God, the Brotherhood in Christ. Religion is in Russia a very bond and
interpretation of life.
Even at supper, over the traditional Easter fare—hardboiled eggs with coloured shells, ham, goose, a sweet curd
cheese called Pascha and a tall cylindrical cake to eat with
it known as Koolitch—the influence of the service remained.
We discussed the priest's little sermon. To the sisters,'
who had seen so much of the pitiful side of war, the thought
" There is no death " was very precious. The undoubting
sureness of their faith touched me nearly. I thought with
a wistful pang of those who would soon be gathering in my
little village church at home in England to sing the joyful
Easter hymn that meant so much to me as a child. I
felt again the old child-like Easter gladness. When the
sisters spoke with their guests, doctors, officers, sanitars,
of the impressiveness of such a service, with fighting going
on only a mile away, I sincerely agreed. I shall never
forget it . or them.
[The next article in this series will be a brilliant description of an Alpine battle, written by an eye-witness, Signor
Luigi Barini, the most eminent Italian journalist of to-day,
who represents the " Corriere della Sera," of Milan, at the
Italian front.]

"DOING THEIR BIT.'•

THE COAST WATCHERS
By One of Them
AM no great hand -with the pen, being with exactly the same power and authority
more used to pulling an oar or as a special constable. As the special
mending a seine. But you want to constables help the police, so we help
hear about the bit I've been doing, and so the coastguards.
They don't call us coastguard-s, mind
Flt tell you all I can, and maybe you'll
you, but Coast Watchers, and we've got
shape it a little so that it reads rightly.
I'm a fisherman, and I went to sea to wear an armlet when we're on duty—.
when I was a lad, and saved enough a black armlet with the letters C.W. on it
money to buy a boat and take a large in red. That's our badge of authority
share in the nets, and I settled down in entitling us to execute the law.
my native village, and took what the sea
Coastguard Rotation
gave me and was thankful. My three
Under the Defence of the Realm Act we
lads are in the Navy. They were with can arrest anyone we think suspicious, and
Admiral Beatty in the North Sea fight we can stop people and ask them who they
the other day. But that's nothing to do -are and what they are doing, and if they
with what I'm trying to tell you.
don't answer we can run them in, and
When the war broke out I wanted to they stand a good chance of seeing the
do something. Some of my mates in the inside of a prison.
harbour and on the beach went in for a
We do our work in regular rotation
new sort of fishing, which doubtless you've like the coastguards—six hours turn of
heard about—fishing for submarines. I duty at a time. When I first began the
stuck to the other sort of fishing, because job I used to think to myself that it was
somebody's got to do it, you know, even well they'd got someone used to the sea
if you're only allowed to cast your nets a to tackle it, for it wasn't a bit what you
short way from the shore nowadays.
call soft. I had to patrol my stretch of
coast in all weathers, and we had some
Not Too Old at Fifty
pretty rough weather the back-end of
But I was set upon helping the Old that first year, as you may remember.
Country if I could, and when the Admiralty There was no shelter in those days, and
advertised for men that knew the sea, to you just had to keep at it, watching the
give a hand at protecting the coast, I sea all night long, and cocking your eye
jumped at the Chance. You see, lots of to the sky occasionally—for we had to
the regular coastguards were called up as look out for hoStile aircraft as well.
soon as war was declared, and somebody Since then, however, the Admiralty have
had got to take their places, for there built huts for us at different points, and
is more need to watch the coast than there we can sit snug for a bit and watch
there was in the days of peace. They took just as well.
me on at once, though I-am over fifty.
I've got to say somethino• about someThere's some things I mayn't tell you. body else besides myself. bYou've heard
But if you want to know the sort of job of the Sea Scouts, haven't you ? Fine lads
mine is, I can best explain it by men- they are, though we used to laugh at
tioning that I'm a kind of special con- them before the war. They've shown
stable—for the coast, you understand— how useful they are since then. When I

I

go on patrol I always have with me one
of these lads. It doesn't matter what sort
of weather it is—they turn out like
regular Britons, and they have as hard
a time as I have, and just as long hours,
and what's more, they don't get any pay
for it. You see, I get something like the
ordinary coastguard rating ; these lads
have to satisfy themselves with the
thought that they're " doing their bit."
We use these Sea Scouts to run messages. Say I am walking along and I
sight something out at sea which I don't
like the look of. I may be two miles
from the nearest coastguard station. It's
important to get a message through at
once. The Sea Scout jumps on his bicycle
—if he has one with him—or runs, and
getting to the coastguard station, telephones the news to the Naval Centre.
Having done that he picks me up again.
It's hard work, I tell you, for the lads.
Then maybe I sight aircraft. It doesn't
matter whether it's night time or broad
daylight, nor whether I know them to
be friendly aircraft or not ; they've got
to be reported, and off the Sea Scout goes
to the telephone and lets the authorities
know—height at which she is travelling,
speed, and her direction, or whether she
is a biplane, a monoplane, or a seaplane.
Value of Sea Scouts
If I want assistance, too—and I have
met with some suspicious charactere—I
use the lad to go and fetch it. I don't
know what we Coast Watchers would do
without the Sea Scouts. They even
bring us our bit of grub to eat in the huts.
Then, of course, there is the ordinary
duty at the coastguard station which we
do when the regular coastguard's off duty.
That's mostly signalling and telephoning,
and passing on reports. I tell you, we're
kept pretty busy.
[So little is generally known of the
valuable work of the Voluntary Aid
Detachment that special interest attaches
to the article on that work, written by An
Old Member of the V.A.D., which will form
the next of our " Doing Their Bit" series.]
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Anzac Valour in Flooded Trenches at Fromelles

Recently at Fromelles the Anzacs underwent an ordeal as
terrible as any they had experienced on Gallipoli. After
stubborn fighting they occupied some German trenches. In
addition to concentrating a murderous fire on the captured

position, the Germans flooded the trenches with water, and very
soon the men from Australasia were fighting up to their waists
in it. After holding on bravely for some hours the Anzacs were
ordered to retire from their critical position.
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British Howitzers Move Forward in France

Giant periscope captured from the Germans by French Colonial German prisoner cleaning some of the captured guns and trench—
mortars, under supervision of a British officer.
,
troops in one of the Somme battles.

A helping hand from the enemy. Prisoner assisting despatch—
rider. Inset: Holt cet.v.oillar tractor hauling a heavy gun.

One of the most thrilling features of an advance is the effective transport of monster huwdzers from place to place. Tnese
terrible engines of destruction are covered with tarpaulins and dragged laboriously along the battle roads by powerful tractors.
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Masks and Faces in the Machine-Gun Section

Machine-gun section masked, ready for the enemy. War, hideous at its best, was made more ghastly by the apostles of Kultur, whose
introduction of poison gas necessitated the use of masks which gave brave men the appearance of apes from a nightmare world.

A British machine-gun section at practice in Flanders. Machine-guns caused the heaviest proportion of our casualties on the western
front. Terrible weapons, they are only merciful in that they inflict the cleanest of clean wounds.
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Through Roads and Meadows Ploughed by Shell

On the road to La Boisselle. A heap of discarded shell-cases is seen In'. the foreground. On the horizon the smoke of shell
explosions can be faintly discerned where the troops are going forward under cover of their artillery fire.

;Conveying a trolley of pipes towards the front line, where they will be utilised to facilitate the water supply to soldiers in the
trenches. A field-gun is seen in the background.

Water for the inhabitants of No Man's Land. Hauling an electric engine, for condensing water, over a shell-broken corner of the
neutral zone which, however, since the great advance, is in the hands of our troops. (Photographs Crown copyright reserved.)
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Awaiting Their Turn to Move Against the Foe

Men of the Royal Fusiliers resting on the fringe of the battlefield. Inset:
Domesticities of trench life. Two soldiers cooking their dinner on a stove.

Awaiting their turn to go up to the first line, these British troops are resting amid the calcined debris created by bombardment.
In the background is a wood blasted by fire of all its summer foliage. Along the road motor—ambulances are in readiness.
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R.A. Medicos, Indian Cavalry and Cyclists

Canadian R.A.M.C. The work of the doctors and stretcherbearers in the great advance is beyond all praise. Many have
given their lives for their comrades. (Canadian copyright.)

Cavalry at the cross-roads. Indian lancers halt to study a map. They are in the heart of the battle zone. On all sides, as far as
eye can see, is evidence of the all-destroying shell. Inset : Indian cyclists with their equipment strapped to their machines.
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ATTLE ICTURES 9Je G AT WA•
Storming

the

Bazentin

Hills te

FTER breaking up the German first line between
the Ancre and Somme Rivers on July 1st, 1916,
the Southern British Army had a fortnight of
terrific fighting. The enemy had transformed' the great
swells of wooded chalk running towards Bapaume into
a vast modern fortress which he regarded as being stronger
than Verdun. On the map, made by our aerial photographers, his network of entrenchments, wire entanglements, and redoubts looked like a spider's web. The famous
double cellars, which the farmers of Picardy had built
for shelter in the chalk in the sixteenth century, when the
Germans made their first great invasion of France under
Johannes von Werth, had been enlarged and still farther
deepened by the descendants of the invaders.
In the village of Bazentin, for instance, there was an
enormous cavern in which a battalion and a half of Germans
could shelter from our heaviest gun fire. Then above
Bazentin-the-Little and Bazentin-the-Great rose the principal chalk ridge, five hundred feet above sea-level and
nearly three hundred feet above some of the positions
we had won in the little river valley near Montauban.
In places there was an incline, nearly three miles in length,
leading upward through fortress woods to the dominating
second German line. This line stretched from a windmill
near-.Pozieres on the left to Delville Wood on the right.
In ifont on either side were the bastions of Contalmaison,
garrisoned by the Prussian Guard, and Trones Wood,
defended by forces taken from Prince Rupert's army.
German Efforts to Stem the Advance
Germans by the hundred thousand were being drawn
from other parts of the front, and especially from Verdun,
in order to deliver such a stroke against the Southern
British Army as should bring our advance to a standstill.
Heavy guns by the thousand were also moving up by rail,
and shells at the rate of a million a day were pouring
through Bapaume and St. Quentin. Our men were told
by their prisoners that the great chalk fortifications which
began at the Bazentin villages were reckoned by German
engineers to be stronger than the works General Petain had
constructed at Verdun.
For the first fortnight, however, we retained the advantage of surprise. Our gigantic new armament of 15 in.,
12 in., 9'2 in. and 8 in. guns, with -our superb transport
arrangements for bringing up shells by the five million,
represented an achievement in preparation which the
enemy could not at once counter. Though he threw every
ounce of energy into the work, it took him nearly three
weeks to build up a local gun-power in any way comparable
to whs. In the meantime, our long-range 15 in. guns
shelled the German railhead at Bapaume, where we knocked
out some 12 in. guns and exploded their ammunition trucks.
Gernian reinforcements could only advance through a
curtain . fire of British shrapnel. Hostile battalions were
known to lose three hundred men in the march from the
railway to the trenches, and a brigade of Guards, that lost
their way near Contalmaison, entered one •of our mechanical
barrage areas and suffered so badly that it had to be
withdrawn without going into action.
Lightning Strokes at Bazentin
In our lines, on the other hand, our tired troops could
be seen resting in the open by their piled rifles. Unending columns of motor-lorries came close to the batteries
they were serving, so slight was the risk of a sudden tornado
of shell fire from the hostile howitzers behind the Bazentin
and Combles ridges. It was as much as the outmanoeuvred
and outgunned German artillerymen could do to assist
their own men in the battle that raged night and day down
the great slope. Our men gave the enemy no time to
reorganise his positions. In daylight and in darkness,
in mist and in rain, the ghastly, grinding conflict went on.
When the atmosphere was too thick for special artillery
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action, our gunners maintained by the map a vast mechanical sweep of fire over more than ten miles of enemy works,
communications, and railway centres. And while they
were holding down the enemy and battering him, tens of
thousands of our bombers steadily worked their way into
trenches, dug-outs, machine-gun positions, and gun-pits
occupied by the enemy.
On the left the Anzacs and the London Territorials were
coming into action by Contalmaison, where a remnant
of Prussian Guardsmen were hammered into surrender
by our guns. No water could be conveyed into Contalmaison, with the result that the survivors of the Guards'
Division were at last compelled by thirst to come out of their
caverns. Their surrender opened the way for the Anzacs'
and Londoners' magnificent upward thrust into Pozieres
at the top of the ridge.
Glorious West Kents
At Trones Wood, the great bastion on the left, the
position was reversed. A couple of hundred men and
officers of the West Kents had been surrounded in the
wood during a violent German counter-charge, and the
British commander naturally thought they had all been
killed or captured. But the West Rents are among the
most famous fighters in the British Army. As their old
colonel said, in taking over the command of the 1st
Canadian Division, he came from a battalion that had never
lost a trench. Surpassing all their previous records of
endurance, the broken, battered, surrounded, waterless
company remained, for forty-eight hours, an islet of invincibility amid a flood of ten thousand enemies.
The Germans at last parleyed with the West Rents, but
the British soldiers refused to surrender. They beat back
bombing parties and charging infantry. So, on the night
of July 13th, 1916, the local German commander brought
some field-guns and trench-mortars down from the ridge,
in order to blast out the men who came from that county
whose motto is " Invicta " (Unconquered).
But it
happened that, in the old days of the French Revolution,
the Bastille had been stormed by the people of Paris on July
14th. With the establishment of the Third French Republic, July r4th had become the great national festal
day, and in France and Great Britain, Australia, Canada,
New Zealand, and South Africa striking preparations were
being made to celebrate the festival of France.
The Festival of Victory
In Picardy, Sir Douglas Haig and his Staff were also
preparing to pay homage to the men of Verdun on France's
Day. Many of our guns had moved forward, and many
new batteries had arrived, and on the night -of July 13th
such a roll of thunder and blaze of crimson flame came from
our lines as eclipsed even our previous bombardment.
And the heroic West Kents were saved.
Above the heads of our waiting infantry the sky seemed
full of the whistle and rustle of invisible wings. The
whistling was a stream of lighter shells playing on the
enemy's wire entanglements. Then, above the whistling,
other unseen things roared like an express train going into
a tunnel. These were the heavy sirens, some of them
carrying a ton of high explosives and metal, calculated to
choke and bury the dug-outs they did not destroy. Behind
was the enormous flap of cordite from the steel mouths of
the guns—a flat, dull, stunning rent of air that broke the
eardrums of men who worked for long without ear protectors. Against the blackness of the thick, cloudy night
the line of our fire flamed and sizzled like an electric arc,
rising and falling, now half dimming in the smoke from the
guns, now flashing out in an extreme fury.
Across the valley the infernal rain of shells made bursts
of white and orange fire along the upper slope of the great
ridge, while between the red mouths of the guns and their
[Continued on page 674
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The Torment of a Captured British Officer

A British officer wounded in the advance was taken into a
German trench while our bombardment was raging. The men
wanted to kill him out of hand, but two German officern conceived
a brilliant idea and ordered him to be bound to a stake on the top
of a parapet. "Now you will see what your cursed bombardment

is tike," they jeered savagely, and withdrew to the depths of their
dug—out. Our men stormed the trench and carried back the
wounded officer, no further injured during the hostile ordeal, while the cowardly Germans who devised his agony were
bombed to extinction when the trench was cleared.
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Righteous Retribution in Birch Tree Wood

During the fighting at Fricourt a young Yorkshiresoldier found
himself alone in Birch Tree Wood, which was being heavilyshelled.
Presently he saw_ a wounded German crawling on hands and
knees; as he crawled, another Yorkshireman, badly wounded,
passed near him. The German cautiously raised himself and

fired his revolver at the wounded man's back, shooting him dead.
Then he dropped to his knees again and resumed.his crawl, but
another shot ripped through the trees. It was. fired _by the
youngster who had been left alone, and it found its mark. ‘f
killed the brute," he said afterwards, "and I'm glad of it."
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expected it, with the result that he was more completely
taken by surprise than he had been on the Glorious First of
flame-shot, smoking targets the star shells, sent up by each
July.
side, rose in fountains of strange fairy radiance.
In the darkness before dawn our gallant Line regiments
The direct idea of this awful nocturnal bombardment of Kitchener's men, from all parts of the British Isles,
was to challenge the German commander to reveal his gun- carried the front German trenchcs_ in a triumphant rush
positions. He had either to let his infantry endure a with little loss. When the day broke, the German machinehammering worse than that which the French had endured gunners and riflemen in the Bazentin woods tried to hold
at Verdun, or else allow his howitzers to reply, and draw up our charge amid the trees, along lines of foliage-screened
by their flames the massed might of our long-range artillery.
wire entanglements, which had escaped our shell fire.
In all modern battles the commander who is the stronger But in the main woodland our men had entered in darkness
in guns opens battle at night, giving most of his gun-positions and worked their way on the enemy's flank. In less than
away for the time, in order to compel his adversary also to an hour and a half the large wood was cleared of the cordon
- show his artillery hand. The guns captured by our infantry
of snipers brought down from the trees and of the machinewere comparatively insignificant in number compared with gunners bombed out of their shelters.
the guns that were caught and turned into scrap steel by
The Douaumont of the Somme
our artillery.
At half-past three on the morning of France's Day the
While the fight in the wopd was going on, other British
line of intense white and orange fire, marking where our battalions on the left swept into the village of Bazentin-theshells fell, went out like a great pattern of extinguished Great and, reaching it in the darkness, escaped much of the
fairy-lamps. But the flame and thunder of our guns did sweeping fire down in the slope. Entering the ruins of a
not diminish A new pattern of
village famous in science, some
bursting shell fire instantly apIrish troops conquered it by
peared on the top of the ridge.
half-past five in the morning.
Darwin's great predecessor, Le
It was still half an hour from
Marck, was born at Bazentin.
dawn when our guns thus lifted,
Probably none of the Irishmen
and, under cover of darkness, the
knew or cared about this, for
heroic infantry of our Southern
they were extremely busy.
Army made history by daybreak.
About six o'clock in the mornFor the first time in trench
ing the German counter-attack
warfare on any front the second
pushed them out of the top of
line position of the Germans
the village, but they bombed
was reached and pierced. Since
their way back again, repulsd'a
the First Battle of Champagne,
second counter-attack, and- then
in February, 1915, we and our
connecting with the British
French comrades had several
troops in the large wood, they
_times broken the first German
stormed the highest point of the
line. But despite our combined
ridge and, in a terrible piece of
heroism and skill, we had both
slaughtering, smashed the Gerfailed to break into the enemy's
mans out of the key position in
second line. There was usually
the German fortress region of
about four miles distance be
Bapaurne.
tween the first and second line,
This position is known on
and this large intervening space
French maps as the Bois des
was a great fortress, with laby
Foureaux, but our soldiers hay'e
rinths of redoubts and mazes of
renamed it High Wood. It overtrenches designed to hold up an
looks all the lower ridges of
allied advance until the German
chalk running towards Bapaume,
commander could obtain more
and was a superb observation
guns, shells, and men, and
MARTYRED CAPTAIN OF THE BRUSSELS.
station for the= observers for our
launch a decisive counter-attack.
Captain Charles Fryatt, put to death by the Huns at
big guns. It was at least five
But in the 13azentin. operations
Bruges on July 27th. His offence consisted in bravely
times more important than the
piloting his vessel in defiance of a murderous U
Sir Douglas Haig and his comboat on March 28th, 1915. During a voyage from
height of Douaumont, at Verdun,
manders had set the British
`Amsterdam on June 22nd last, Captain Fryatt, less
regarding the capture of which
Army working behind our lines
fortunate, was taken prisoner, with his ship. Tried
by mock court—martial, he was executed contrary to
the German Emperor bragged
with superhuman energy. Wonthe enemy's own law, and before neutral influence
so wildly and so loudly.
derful as was the Germans'
could be brought to bear on those responsible.
Sir Douglas Haig, however,
capacity for navvy labour, the
did not want High Wood. It
rather easy-going and adventurous Briton had at last completely extended himself was at the time too far away from his guns, and it had
in the matter of work. Between July 1st and July been captured unexpectedly by the extra,ordinary dash of
13th our soldiers organised a second grand attack the men of the New Armies, They held it for some days
quicker than the enemy could organise his grand counter- in order to attract the enemy's fire on themselves while
attack. In the first phase of the battle we had taken some hundreds of thousands of their comrades worked fairly
months to collect and store millions of shells and dig new safely below the ridge, hollowing out the chalk, at the two
sites for artillery and new communication trenches. But captured Bazentin villages, and bringing up the guns.
after their first fine stroke, the men of our Southern Army When this was done, the advance force at High Wood fell
performed in the following two weeks more work than they back on the new dug-outs that had been prepared for them,
and the fiercer tide of battle moved towards the wings at
had done in the previous three months.
Pozieres and Delville Wood.
Completely Taken by Surprise
The science behind our tremendous blows was equal to the
All the terrific fighting in the woods and villages beyond power with which they were delivered. No longer did the
Montauban and Fricourt was only a small part of the Germans talk about our amateur army. Amateur artillerylabour of the battle. Advanced sites had to be dug for our men who could smash the veteran gunners of Germany, and
guns, with new shell chambers; all the conquered positions amateur infantrymen who could meet and break the
had to be consolidated, linked together, and strengthened, Prussian Guard, began to command in Germany the same
till, with pick, shovel, and blasting explosives, a new and fearful respect which our " contemptible little" Rea
a ular
immense underground city was excavated in the chalk, to Army had earned between Mons and Ypres.
warehouse fresh supplies of shells, bombs, cartridges, food,
and water. The extraordinary rapidity with which our
Next Article:
fresh striking power was organised led directly to the
ANZAC
AND
AFRICANDER
IN ACTION enemy's defeat. Our attack came at least a week before he

ge
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In Captured German Trenches at Ovillers

Lewis gun in action near Ovillers. Inset; German trench:
bombs that failed to explode.

Tired out with strenuous fighting, some British soldiers have flung themselves down to rest in a Garman trench at Ovillers.
One of their number, however, keeps guard. (Official photographs.)

The liar Illustrated, 12th Augfist,
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Three Great Generals and Heroes of Mons

General Cadorna sees the point. The Italian leader (in spectacles) laughs
heartily at a joke made by one of his Staff officers.

A few of the remnant of the original British Expeditionary Force now quartered
in the Tower. Above : Second—Lieutenant McCubbin, the British pilot who
brought down the famous German avaitor ImmeirminA.

General Marchand (right) about to make a
flying tour of inspection.

General Gilinsky, commanding Russian troops in France, decorating French
munition workers by special order of the Tsar of Russia.

Page 617-
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German Prisoners' Tea-Party in Flanders

Gordon Highlanders on the march. Note the unusually tall British officer marching behind the soldier wheeling a stretcher
on which is a wounded German. The latter seems quite complacent, though one of his legs is in a crude splint.

German infantry round a deal table imbibing tea after capture. The short, thick—set stature of the men is noteworthy. A British
sergeant superintends the catering arrangements.

The War Illustrated, 12th August, 1916.
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Vivid Pictures of the Great Italian Offensive

Italian Alpini taking observations in the Trentino to assist in
regulating the fire of artillery

Headquarters of a commandant of the Italian Army countering
the Austrian Trentino offensive.

There is no more inspiring sight than an Italian charge on the
enemy trenches.

Italian Alpini rush an Austrian position, oapture machine —guns
and turn them against the enemy.

Page 619
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Science and Romance Progress Hand in Hand

If science and romance are at variance in land warfare, they
seem' to be singularly reconciled at sea. Surely the submarine,
if the most deadly thing that keeps the sea, is also the most won—
derful, a weapon of aggression anticipated only by novelists of
unusual imagination. Like their craft, there is something

equally uncanny in the amazing courage of the submarine's crew;
and stories of these men's great work for the Empire will be
handed down to future generations of Britons. This detailed
drawing shows a submarine officer at the periscope on the look—
out for the foe somewhere in the North Sea-

The War liVustralcd, 12(h August, 1916.
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Labour and Leisure in the Western Advance

Capable workmen always take good care of their tools. South
African Highlanders cleaning and oiling Lewis guns.

Digging in near Trones Wood, where some of the fiercest
fighting was experienced in the beginning of the great advance.

The British soldier has a native craving for personal cleanliness,
• and utilises spare moments in a little laundry work.

Running up fresh water to the troops along a light railway
laid to a stand—pipe for that purpose.

;The first occupation after entering into possession: Building
dug—outs immediately upon taking up a new position.

A well—earned meal: Black Watch at breakfast after having
delivered a counter—attack on the morning of July 19th.

A group of officers turn on a gramophone and enjoy a little light
music and conversation during an interval between the acts.

An impression of the size of the 15 in. shells thUt were rained
on the Germans. (Official photographs.)

Page 621
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Pipers of the Black Watch Celebrate a Victory

Five jolly Highlanders returning from the trenches
the music of the pipes. There Is an
irresistible appeal about thi3 photograph—the five Scotsmen, the seated observer, the broken
road, stray ammunition carts, and the landscape of war.

A photograph reminiscent of a Braemar Gathering. Pipers of the Black Watch playing to their comrades resting along a rail
communication in the region of stern fighting. Inset: The gallant piper, A. Boyd, who played his company over the parapet in
the attack at Albert

I9th Augtist, 1916.
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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

SENTINELS OF FRANCE LOOK. TOWARDS THE RHINE I to the enemy for the use of poison gas, two of them have taken
—Impassive, resolute, heedless of wounds or death, these the precaution to don their respirators. A third, standing up
In the trench, is looking across to the enemy lines readyto hurl
three Frenchmen, installed in an advance trench at Vauguois,
near Verdun, await a German attack. The wind being favourable a grenade at any Germans who may attempt to advance.

The

War Illustrated, 19th August, 1516.
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THE BATTLE IN THE SNOWS
T 1 y's Alpine War
An Epic Story fr om
-ta.

By Luigi Barzini
LUIGI BARZINI, the distinguished correspondent of the " Corriere della Sera," is
"SIGNO
the kingRof Italian journalists. As a war correspondent few men have had a wider experience.
He went through the Russo-Japanese War, the two Balkan Wars, and the Mexican struggle. He was
in Belgium and France during the early months of the present conflict. When the Austro-Italian
campaign broke out he was appointed official correspondent with the Italian Army. Dressed as a
soldier he lives in the first-line trenches with the troops. During the Battle of Pal Piccolo he was in
the thick of the fight, and has here described what he saw and felt. This article, specially written for
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, has, been translated from the Italian by Dr. James Murphy, himself a famous
British corresP,ondent with the Italian forces.

W

E were encamped on the mountain side, in caverns
dug into the ice-hardened snow, around us the
rugged and angry peaks of Pal PicpoIo, beneath us
the sass of Monte Croce. Here is one of the vital spots
in the Italian line, for it commands the Freikofel approaches, and consequently the way into the Italian plains.
Where the cluster of hills reaches its highest point two
crests tower above all the others, to a height of about
6,000 feet. They stand opposite to one another, running
somewhat parallel along their summits, separated by a
distance of about one hundred yards. One is in our hands,
the other in those of the Austrians.
At half-past two in the morning, in the midst of a drivinc,
snowstorm, we were awakened by the incessant crackle
of rifle fire. " There is a fight at Pal Piccolo," telephoned
the sentry, " but it is a matter of no importance." A
few moments later the captain in command at Quota 1859
which is the great military trenchwork guarding our
position on the- Pal—telephoned for reinforcements. The
Austrians had come over the snow and had attacked him.
" Counter-attack immediately," was the order froni the
colonel. " I have done so already," replied the captain,
but I have lost a number of my men." Suddenly the
telephone communications were broken off—a proof that
he was already besieged and had his lines of communication
destroyed.
White Phantoms in a Blizzard
The situation was extremely grave. One of our most
important positions had suddenly fallen into Austrian hands.
Over the intervening snow they had come, clad entirely in
white. It was in the depth of night, with a blinding and
bitter storm raging, so that the sentries could not have
seen the moving mass. Generally on the darkest night a
figure moving on the mountain, even though clad in the
colour of the snow, throws a distinct reflection on the iceencrusted ground; but on that night no eye could pierce
the dense screen of the storm. Our men were shovelling
the freshly- fallen snow from their trenches when they were
surprised by the phantom-like Austrians, who fell upon
them in enormous masses. They bound the hands of the
sentries with wire and smashed their skulls with rifles. On
they came, wave after wave in quick succession, flooding
the main trenches and connecting galleries. From these
galleries to the caves where our Alpini dwell a system of
subterranean corridors run. The corridors are in the form
of Stairways whose steps are made of wood or hewn into
the rock. Up to the openings of the corridors the Austrians
came, destroying the stairways as far as possible and
building barricades across the 'exits, so as to prevent any
advance on the part of those who had retired to the refuges.
Having fought bravely and lost heavily, the garrison
of Quota 1859 withdrew into its refuge, bringing as many of
its wounded as possible, and decided to await reinforcements.'
Its position became surrounded and its communications
entirely cut off. Bitt the captain was determined not to
surrender: Screened somewhat by the darkness and the
blinding storm, his men rushed to and fro, bringing sandbags, tables, and iron plates to block the mouths of their

fortress. When the morning broke they peered out, only
to see the phantom mass of howling enemies surrounding
them. Jeeringly the Austrians shouted : " Down,
Italians -! We are- your masters. To-day, Pal Piccolo
to-morrow, Pal Grande." They were but twenty yards
distant, shouting hurrahs, hymns, and songs of victory.
And they had reason to be confident of success ; for their
enterprise had been carefully planned and skilfully carried
out. An enormous mass of defensive material was brought
up—sand-bags, steel plates, searchlights, ammunition, and
artillery—and the position consolidated. Should they
succeed in holding their ground they would eventually
control one of the main roads to Italy.
The Italian Counter-Attack
We realised the seriousness of it fully. One of the most
important spots along our whole line, a vital spot, was in
danger. " We must act immediately," ordered the general.
Each hour's delay may cost hundreds of lives." A
company of Bersaglieri at once received orders to attack
the Austrians on the left. Forward they went, forging
ahead in single file, tunnelling the newly fallen snow to
afford themselves a passage. But they were soon swept'
by the rifle fire and artillery of the enemy. The commander,
two leading officers, and several of the men fell. Further
advance was impossible ; so they wheeled to the left and
sought protection under the lee of a towering snow-peak.
In order to understand this form of warfare one must
know something of the conditions under which it is waged.
On the mountain the distances are short but the journeys
are long. In order to arrive at a point not more than two
hundred yards away, one must follow a zigzag course,
leading downwards over precipitous declines and again
upwards, scaling angry crags and circumventing treacherous
ravines. As one moves forward the path must be excavated, •
and this is absolutely- necessary where fresh snow has
fallen. The battlefield is small but the manoeuvring is on
a colossal scale. The enemy is near at hand, but the
movements necessary to come into touch with him he
through distances that are well-nigh infinite. The mountain
takes part in the conflict, pushing forward gigantic obstacles
which make every step a combat. It has thrown up its
fortresses and delved its moats, and it must be conquered
before the enemy can be attacked.
The attack of the Bersaglieri failed, and for the moment
it appeared as if our line would be broken. So we hastily
built new trenches and brought up reserves for the defence.
Our artillery came into action, but the blanket of clouds
rendered aim impossible. The sky was our target, the
heavens themselves were now against us. The wounded
were falling into the deep glacial ravines, their cries for help
reverberating against the cruel walls, piteous and tragic.
Then another plan of attack was decided upon. The
Alpini took the centre of the advance, with the infantry on
the right and the Barsaglieri on the left: To make progress
possible, and escape the withering fire of the Austrian
artillery, they had to tunnel the mountain, through, the
hard ice and snow. In subterranean corridors they
forward. It was tedious work, and all the *bite::ithe

Austrian position on the crest was growing stronger. After
hours and hours of anxious waiting we saw our men emerge
from their tunnels. Little black specks they looked on the
side of the great white mountain. They appeared in batches
of three, calling out orders and cries of encouragement to
one another. One could see hands lifted to the grasping.
hand above, pulling one another upward by means of axes, '
ropes, alpenstocks, and rifles. Then we saw circles of
white smoke floating over the Austrian position. Our
machine-guns rent the air. The crackle of their shells
against the steel-plate Austrian defences was re-echoed
from the glacial walls of the surrounding peaks. Recognising the_ sound, our troops on the lower portions of the
hill shouted "-Bravo, Carlino ! Bravo, Carlino ! "—the pet
name given by the mountaineers to the little bronze machinegun which is the watchdog of the trenches.The Austrians sneeringly shouted, " Come on, Italians ! "
They were not more than one hundred yards away,,but they
occupied a crest which controlled every approach. The
intervening ground consisted of a rugged steep, teeming
with jagged crags and deep ravines, the whole terrain swept
by the enemy's artillery.' To advance in daytime was out
of the question so it was decided to wait for the cover
of night.
Red Tracks Across the Snow
At nine o'clock the signal was given, and a riot of fire
surrounded the crest. An Austrian searchlight swept the
mountain side, the dark sky was lit up by an orange glow,
and the whole zone became a palpitating mass of living
flame. Our infantry swept around the shoulder of the
crest, taking_ advantage of the shelter given them by, the
craggy banks of a mountain torrent. But our frontal
attack could, not proceed. There they stood, immobile
and determined, but unable to advance, grappled together
in groups, awaiting a more auspicious moment, annealed

to the crags by the congealing snow and ice, insensible to,
cold and hunger, but determined not to yield an inch.
A 'little before "midnight they sprang once more to the
attack. Wounded again and again, lines of red marked
their track across the snow, but still they went forward and
upward. At midnight some sections had already arrived
at a spot within six yards of the Austrians ; other sections
were within fifty yards. But the Austrian. rain of hand
,grenades was devastating. Our troops lost all their officers,
and the attack had to be suspended once again. A damp
snow was falling, freezing into a mailcoat of ice as it covered
the bodies of the men.
At one in the morning a new order was given. Up from
the shoulder of the hill came a detachment 'of ,Bersaglieri
and Alpini. Some had rackets on their feet, tobogganing
over mountains of snow; while others waded breast-deep
through the newly-fallen drifts. Sometimes seyeral hours- were spent in covering only a few yards.
:
Then came the dawn—the dawn Of the third day of
struggle—ashen grey, cold and sad, filling one's Soul with a
sense of death. Because of the nearness of our troops to
the Austrians our artillery could not come into action, but
Carlino kept barking at the enemy, so that he was unable,
to show himself abOVe the parapet.- However, the Austrians.
were ready with a store of hand-grenades and rifles at the
mouth of the gallery, just'above the parapet, Whil.Ohey
remained there, further attack was impossible.
Out of the -unkrioWn, like shades of the de4c1wndeting
on the mountain, came two Alpini, clad in White Shitts:'
Nobody could divine whence: they had: come or tivhiihet they
would go. They were utterly 'unarmed, simply `carrying'
harmless bread-basket. Soon they'were at the mouth of
gallery, whiCh towered above them like the balcony of a
castle built of glistening ice.' " One Was seen to stoop and lift
the wooden ladder which the Austrians had thrown ddwit.
They placed it against the 'side of the Wall and climbed
iipvv-ards, While a shower of hand-grenades and rifle fire from'
the Austrians poured over' their heads. Poising with the,
coolness of an athlete in the games, one launched his loaf
of brectd against the parapet. Another and anothet- throW.
Then the parapet leaped upwards. A wild cry of " SaVeia "
rent the air; the breach had been made. nom crag to crag,:
from crest to crest, the loud hurrahs were passed, until the
whole mountain became vocal. UpWards rushed the,
infantry, Bersaglieri; and Alpini, from right and left and
centre. It was a - struggle of sublime terror, waged on
towering cliffs in the midst of the clouds, on a winter island,,
cast into the skies from the tepid seas of spring., As the
battle raged the fighting units became intermixed. As the'
officers fell, the sergeants and - Soldiers leapt" forward to
command, but dominating all and directing • all was the
sublime faith and enthusiasm which burned in each, breast.:
" Avanti, alla baionetta!"
" Up, up, Savoia t " rang the wild cry. Bersaglieri and
Alpini pulled one another up the sides of the 'gliStening
crags, some holding the bare bayonet between their teeth.
Up, up, Savoia " Soon they Were scaling the parapet.,
An Alpine colonel threw his feathered hat in the air, crying,
out, " Avanti, alla baionetta I " Then a Itea.,,y green cloud
of poison gas was belched forth from the Atistrians, but the
wind blew it away from our Men. Heaven was with us.
Avanti, Savoia I " In a thousand echoes the mountains,
crashed back the cry. Soon the baYonets were at work in
the trenches, and the ground becathe encumbered' with
heaps of Austrian dead. The struggle of the terrible three
days was over. Pal Piccolo was Ours once more:
- We counted six hundred dead, but that was only a fraction
of the enemy's losses. They fought welland braVely, but
they could not master the bravery and skill of our men.
And thus Pal Piccolo remains the most heroic and subliine
struggle ever fought on the mountains.
In the moment of victory the besieged garrison came
forth gleamingly and shook the hands of their deliverers.
We knew you would come," they said.

Warfare in the eternal snow. Audacious Italian Alpini on skis,
having fired a charge Of dynamite under an Austrian block—
house, rapidly withdrsaw from the range of flying splinters.

Next article:
TWO ZEPPELIN INCIDENTS=
By W. L. ilIcAlpin

Up and Down the Battle Front in Summer Time

Lancers on the move. It will be noted that they, as well as the infantry,
have been equipped with steel helmets.

Roae-makers unloading stones to consolidate the main arteries to the battle
front and beyond as our soldiers advance.

How our soldiers got the better of the heat wave in Flanders. Bathing parade on the shore of a stream not very far from the
zone of fire. inset: Anzac tells Poilu the latest news of the British advance on the Somme.
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At the Canteen and in the Repairing Shop

Black Watch line up for refreshment. Sturdy men of character, a glint of resolution shines even through their happy smiles.
Some bare—headed, some wearing the steel helmet of battle, and others the regimental tam—o'—shanter, they all have the appearance
of virile men of action.

Mechanics at work in a major—repairing shop behind the firing front. At this wayside garage all sorts and conditions of war=
machines are treated for " casualties" sustained in the " heavy going " on the advance. (Photographs CroWn copyright.)

The Doom of Ovillers by British Bombardment

Nothing could live in the storm of British shells which broke over
Ovillers--trees, shrubs, trenches, dug—outs, individuals were
utterly obliterated.

Two British soldiers contemplating the ruin wrought by artillery fire on the German trenches at Ovillers. Inset: Months of
labour and ingenuity swept away in moments. Interior view of the enemy trenches showing the entrance to the German dug—outs.

Trades that Flourish in the Profession of Arms

Clothiers at work in France. Military tailors making and
repairing uniforms in the vicinity of the battlefield.

The cobblers. shop In Flanders. Group of Highland experts see
to it that their regimental comrades are well shod.

A delicate operation. Setting fuses to shells at an open—air
arsenal behind the lines.

Cavalrymen testing a hastily constructed bridge across a trench
in anticipation of a gallop after the Huns.

Tending a wounded mule. Treatment for a dumb servitor of
the transport section injured by a shell fragment.

Mascot goat attached to an Army waggon proceeding to the
trenches with various stores and equipment.

Preparing food for his comrades. Scottish cook engaged in
solving the eternal problem of dinner.

Two officers dine alfresco on the battleleist, with an ammu—
nition—case for table.

-...10111•••

Britons at Home in . Dug-outs of the Foe

The earliest inhabitants on the globe could not have lived under more primitive conditions than do the twentieth century fighting men.
This remarkable photograph gives an excellent idea how British soldiers burrow in the earth, impelled try the instinct of self—
preservation to find cover from the diabolical instruments of German science.

Captured German dug—outs have been found to be•of great strength, and not infrequently furnished with home comforts. Life therein
before the terrible British bombardment must have beee comparatively easy. (Crown copyright reserved.)

The War Illustrated, 19th August, 1916.
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House-to-House Fighting in Fortified Pozieres

When the tentacles of the German lines were crippled, the most
costly and bitter fighting ensued in villages involved in the
German system of defence. Such a place was Pozieres, the
whole village being turned into one great fort. House—,o—

house struggles were of frequent occurrence, and some of the
Australian troops displayed again that glorious valour which won
them fame in Gallipoli. This spirited drawing shows the captureof a German machine—gun in an improvised fort at Pozieres.

lid By- Edward WrigAt
FTER the Southern British Army had broken the
centre of the German second line at Bazentin, some
formidable bastions remained in the enemy's hands.
The German commander was reinforced with the flower of
Prussian soldiery taken from all points of the western
front, and particularly from Verdun and Ypres. The most
r.ritical part of our line was that which ran from our advanced
centre, on the ridge of High Wood, towards our right salient
at Delville Wood-and Longueval, and our lower right flank
by Waterlot Farm and the village of Guillemont.
On July 14th, 1916, a superb body of Highland and
English battalions had broken through the German positions
at Longueval and Delville Wood. The Highlanders were
led by their pipers into the thick of battle to the tune of
" The Campbells are Coming." With bayonets and handgrenades the men in tartan came, and the men in field-grey
went. Instead of cautiously bombing their way along
the enemy's communication trenches, the Highlanders ran
above,' under heavy fire, -and then leaped down upon the
enemy and took him in the rear with steel and highexplosive missiles. They worked southward past Waterlot
Farm, leaving the German garrison there unattached for a
day. Then, having enclosed the Germans, they smashed
them in a hand-to-hand bombing and bayonet conflict,
which they waged with indescribable fury. Their own
losses were terrible, but they remained not merely undaunted,. but full of the grim and deadly joy of battle.
Never has the Gael shown such sustained fighting power.
On July 15th the Highlanders were reinforced by
Brigadier-General Lukin's South African Brigade, fresh
from their victorious battles in the Libyan Desert' against
the Senussi. Under Colonel Tanner, part -of the South
African force went into Delville Wood to hold the line the
Highlanders had won, and another South African force,
under Colonel Jones and Colonel Dawson, strengthened
the Highlanders' position M Longueval village. As a
matter of fact, the village and the wood formed one large
salient, with the trees running like a green screen amid
fortified buildings, deep-dug trenches and caverns, where
fighting went on continually with the enemy. From theleft of Delville Wood a dry ravine ran towards our centre at
Bazentin.-le-Grand. The Germans held the northern slopes
of the ravine and the British troops held the southern slopes.
Imperial Troops Go Forward
We were using nearly a quarter of a million shells a day
in blasting new paths of advance from Bazentin to Longueval
and Guillemont. But on July 16th and 17th heavy rain
and mist impeded the work of our artillery observing
officers. It was a period of fierce in-fighting with bombs,
Lewis guns, and rifles, in which we achieved a notable
success on our - left flank at Oviliers. This very important
position was surrendered by a remnant of the Prussian
Guard on July i7th, with the result that a way was opened
for an advance in force towards the dominating position of
Pozieres, along the highway from Albert to Bapaurne.,
So long as Pozieres, on our left, and the northern part of
Delville Wood, on our right, were held by the enemy, we
could not progress from our centre at Bazentin-le-Petit.
We had to withdraw from the crowning point of the ridge
at High Wood, because High Wood was swept bg German
batteries in front, with one smashing side fire from Pozieres,
another smashing side fire from Delville Wood, and a rear
fire from the enemy positions along the Bazentin Ravine
and the northern houses of Longueval.
1n these circumstances Sir Douglas Haig gave an inspiring
Imperial touch to his operations by detailing an Australian
Diyision to attack the German bastion of Pozieres, while
the-South African Brigade advan.ced into the other German
bastion at Delville Wood. Both hOrns of our advancing
crescent were thus formed by the splendid fighting men
from the Oversea, Divisions—the Anzacs, hardened and
tempered in Gallipoli; the Africanders, inured to warfare
in the deserts of German. South-West Africa and Libya.

A

But the German Commander-ih-Chief employed the
pause in our attack in the two days of mist and rain to
prepare a tremendous counter-blow, It is clear he no
longer regarded our New Army as an army of amateurs.
He brought up against our men the pick of all the finest
forces of Pfussia. As he proclaimed to the world, the
Brandenburgers, who had stormed Fort Douaumont, were
brought from behind Verdun towards Delville Wood.
Then the Prussian regiments of Magdeburg were brigaded
with the Brandenburgers, who were further strengthened
by large fresh forces of Saxons and the remains of two
broken divisions of the Prussian Guard. Hundred's of
additional heavy guns were sited around the DelvilleLongueval position, and in some places 13,000 troops
gathered for the attack on a front of z,000 yards. It was
the first time since the opening battle of the Sornme that
the enemy had really counter-attacked, and he certainly
succeeded in putting a terrific weight into his blow.
All day Delville Wood looked like a stretch of subterranean fire. The trees were blotted out by a pall of
smoke, and through the smoke came jets and spits of flame,
caused by bursting shells. Then at half-past five in the
evening three great Prussian and Saxotr cohimns advanced
on the three sides of Delville Wood against the South
Africans, while other Prussian- forces attacked the South
Africans and Highlan.ders in Longueval, Waterlot Farm,
and near Guillemont.
Ordeal of Fire and Poison
Near Guillemont our troops joined the famous French_
corps w-hich contained the Iron Division, and the principalaim of the German commander was to cut through Delville
Wood and make a deadly disorganising gap between the
British and French armies. The brunt of the attack fell
upon the South Africans. They were blinded with bromide
shells, poisoned with gas shells, burnt with liquid-fiame
shells, and annihilated by huge high-explosive shells which
made forty-feet craters. Our hastily improvised trenches
in the wood were wiped out, and the South Africans were
forced back in small broken bands to a reserve trench held
by the Highlanders. This trench was as weak as those
that had been lost. There had been no time to construct
elaborate, deep dug-outs, and the enemy's shells had blown
away half the sandbags. If the little weak force of South
Africans and Highlanders had made a stand in the trench
they would have been wiped out. They would also have
been wiped out had they tried to retire through the enemy's
curtain of fire on their rear.
They charged forward. It was one of the finest feats
in the whole war. Fragments of battalions, scraps of
companies, shreds of platoons—they rallied and swept
forward in sheer, desperate desire to die fighting. But
by getting into a mad, stabbing, hand-to-hand combat
with the German troops in the mazy screen of trees, they
not only avoided the German shell fire, but strangely
picked up reinforcements as they went on. One South
African, the only man left out of a Lewis gun-team, came
up with his gun at a very critical moment, swept a large
force of the enemy back, and wiped out one of their machinegun parties. Then another advance party of South Africans
was found still holding out on the edge of the wood, by an
open drive known as Buchanan Street. As they were
despairingly fighting against a ring of flame, the ring was
broken by the extraordinary charge of the remnants of
the South Africans and Highlanders, who thus obtained
further reinforcements.
All night the battle went on,_and all the next day and
the next. The enemy's curtain of fire on- our. rear made it
difficult to bring up British reinforcements,- but they
slowly filtered through the barrage of gas shells, liquid-flame
shells, and " Jack Johnson" shells. So the line through
the wood and Longueval village, won back by the South
Africans and the Highlanders, was held and gradually
[Continued on page 11
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Germans Carry British Wounded from the Field

Manytouching incidents have occurred in the war which come as
a welcome relief to the long story of horrors. Only recently the
Germans report that the British Flying Corps dropped a wreath
in the enemy lines to the memory of Immelmann. After the

advance of July 1st many captured Germans assisted in the work
of removing British wounded from the field, and it was no
uncommon sight to see men who had been at mortal enmity one
moment enjoying temporary reconciliation the next.
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Forty Huns Surrender to Four Yorkshiremen

British mercy was strained in the great advance by the
way in which Germans cried for quarter when our men
had fought to within ten yards of them, through a torrent of
bombs. One German officer poked his head out of a hole and

said, "1 surrender, and I have a wounded man with me." "MI
right," said a Yorkshire sergeant, "fetch him up." Out of the
hole came thirty-nine men, all of whom surrendered and
were marched off to the base,
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ANZAC AND AFRICANDER IN ACTION

Pigs

,

their way through caverns and round all kinds of difficult
angles. The Germans fought magnificently ; their machine
gunners especially displayed deadly skill and coolness.
The Australians worked forward in silence, with no shouting
or battle-crying, and though the Guard regiments against
them sometimes fought almost to the last man, the High
Street and the eastern part of the village were captured by
daybreak. On the other side, the Territorials went through
a rain of liquid-fire shells mixed with gas shells, and broke
the German line about the village and began to work
towards the cemetery higher on the ridge.
At daybreak on July 24th the German artillery observers were able to measure exactly the ground their
troops had lost. Then it was that the innumerable German
batteries put the Anzacs and Territorials to a test of tuperhuman endurance. Not only did the Germans obliterate
with high explosive their lost lines, but they employed
increasing quantities of liquid-flame shell against our
men. After each furious bombardment the German
troops sprang from their shelters with loads of grenades,
Midnight Charge at Pozieres
in an attempt to finish off what remained of our gallant
This extremely important movement on the High Wood- infantry forces.
But the enemy was at a serious disadvantage in regard
Delville-Longueval sector was greatly helped by the Anzac
advance on the Pozieres side of our line. Sir Douglas to position. Pozieres formed a wedge in our lines, and the
Haig used his forces in a balancing line. On July 23rd, • wedge was being attacked in superior force on two sides.
when the Germans were concentrating their main available So long as our men were able to hold out and be supplied
forces on the western front against the Delville Wood sector,- with ammunition and food, the German garrison in the
hammering our trenches- there with incessant shell fire salient was kept at a disadvantage. For our artillery was
and sending out wave after wave of infantry by clAy still equal to the reinforced German artillery. Our " Grandand night, Sir Douglas Haig answered this terrific pressure mothers " hurled 15 in. shells into the German lines ; our
on his right flank by exerting a still more violent pressure "Auntie Marys" knocked the heavy German trenches about
with 12 in. shells, while• our " Little Mothers " pitched
from his positions on the left flank.
For some ten days a fine force of men, recruited from the hundreds of 9.2 in. shells into the enemy dug-outs in and
Stock Exchange, Lloyd's, the Baltic, and Corn Exchange, around Pozieres.
had been continuously fighting upward from La Boisselle
Capture of Windmill Hill
towards Pozieres. They cleared the way for a grand
Amid a noise like that of a hundred thunderstorms,
attack by an Australian division and a force of English
Territorials. The Territorials advanced from Ovillers the ghastly hand-to-hand fighting went on, in daylight
towards the north-west side of Pozieres, while the Austra- and darkness, through the village. By the evening of
lians advanced from Contalmaison towards the eastern July 25th the Anzacs had smashed through all the houses,
side of Pozieres. All the day and part of the night our and as they arrived at the top of the villagb the victorious
massed guns battered Pozieres village and flattened it Territorials met them below the cemetery. The two forces
to the ground. Then unexpectedly, at midnight, the then went up the ridge to the dominating point that used
Anzacs and the Territorials charged up the trenched and to be topped by a windmill. Windmill Hill was captured.
pitted slopes.
in another fierce action on July 26th. This completed
The Australians had to storm three successive fortified our conquest of the German second line, which had begun
lines. First a sunken road, which they took with ease ; on July 14th. Twenty-four square miles of trenched,
then a new system of entrenchments, where they made a caverned, barricaded, fenced, and fortressed hill country,
great kill of Germans, and last the high road running constituting the strongest system of fortifications in the
from Albert to Bapaume and forming the village High world, had been stormed and occupied by the Southern
Street. The road was transformed by the Germans into a British Army. All that the Germans had accomplished
great embankment for their final line of trenches, and in in their first attack on Verdun was far surpassed. Our
front of the embankment were innumerable redoubts New Army had proved itself. Heavy its losses naturally
formed by the cellars of the shattered houses. Here the were, but the men had beaten the best veteran forces of
Germany. And probably not one victor in a hundred
fighting was of a terrific violence.
In the wild night battle the Australians drove through had known how to handle a rifle on August 4th, 1914.
machine-gun fire and barrages of shrapnel and shell, bombed
[The next article will be: The Russian Drive in Galicia.'

strengthened. The South Africans were withdraWn from
the position they had captured, after fighting for five days
and nights and leaving the flower of their brigade in the
wood they called Devil's Wood. The Highlanders were
also relieved after six days and nights of the most bloody
struggle in history.
Many of the relieving battalions were formed of men
recruited under the Derby Group System. When they went
into the fight in Delville Wood on July loth they were
called Derby's Men. When they came out of the wood
on July gist they were called Derby's Devils. They had
taken all Delville Wood, stormed the last enemy stronghold in Longueval, and broken up innumerable German
counter-attacks. By their achievement the right flank
of the German second line was definitely conquered, allowing
Our dominating centre at High Wood to be again advanced
to the high part of the ridge.

Kit inspection in the battle—zone. One of the first rules of discipline is that the soldier should be smart in appearance. Even
under stress of battle, and during inclement weather, the British soldier contrives to keep this cardinal rule.

Litter of War Left in the German Lost Lines

Men of a mighty age. Gordon Highlanders on their way to the trenches with the
light of battle in their eyes.

German look—out in IVIametz Wood, the elusive
target of a clever British marksman.

Column of German ammunition waggons literally wiped out by British shell fire.
Some of our soldiers are in possession of the position.

British officer inside a solidly constructed German dug—out with
a concrete roof.

German ammunition abandoned by the enemy in retreat.
(Official photographs. Crown copyright reserved.)
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County Regiments to the Fore on the Somme

Montauban was one of the most important positions carried early in the British offensive. The victors were county regiments—
Lancashire, Surrey, Kent, Essex,..Bedford, and Norfolk. A second detachment of infantry is here shown sweeping over a sunken
road towards the village, into which the first detachment had already penetrated.

When the East Surreys charged at Contalmaison, four platoons dribbled footballs towards the German trenches a mile and a quarter
away. After the goal was won two of the balls were recovered in the captured traverses, and are now treasured trophies in the
regimental depot at Kingston.
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Teuton Triumphs which Serbia will soon Avenge

After some well-earned months of rest, the valiant Serbians have come intevictorious action again. Thus on every front now
the Central Empires and Bulgaria are feeling the simultaneous pressure of the European coalition. King Peter's wonderful warriors,
remembering the tragic retreat of last winter, a striking illustration of which appears above, are fighting with great courage.

When King Ferdinand heard that the Serbians'Were advancing
eh Karacgova he is reported to' have expressed incredulous
surprise, saying that he thought Serbia had been finally crushed.
King "Fox" has reason to fear the coming Nemesis. The

Serbians have not forgotten Bulger treachery. This picture
shows the Austro-Germans and Serbian prisoners on the road
from Belgrade to Cetinje, whence they will surely be driven in
the coming Balkan offensive.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE. A NEW SERIES

WITH THE ROYAL FUSILIERS
AT POZIERES

I

T was Sunday afternoon, just at the
time when folks at home were having
their after-dinner nap, when we
commenced to advance on Pozieres. The
Germans were pretty numerous in the
village itself, we were told, and would
hold the houses and rough trenches as
long as possible.
We had to contest every inch of the
ground covered, for, as usual, the German
guns were sending over all manner of
shells, and the machine-guns from the
ridge above the village were well at work.
And not only were we getting the usual
selection of shrapnel and high-explosive
shell, but you could occasionally get a
whiff of the lachrymatory projectiles—
they smell like a faint lilac, and sometimes the tears would start from your
eyes and stream down your cheeks.
Storming the First Line
It was comical to see men, goggled like
motorists, apparently crying, and at the
same time ripping out streams of swear
words at the shells. Then we'd get a big
selection of projectiles containing chloroform gas, and if we hadn't been pretty
smart with the gas-masks we'd soon have
been sleeping peacefully on the ground.
Just before it got dark on the Sunday
night we stormed the first line of German
defence and took a number of prisoners.
They weren't the type of prisoners we'd
captured in the first days of the advance.
They were Brandenburgers, a regiment
with a name something like our own Highlanders for fighting. Nor was there much
chance of rifle shooting when we came to
grips ; it was bomb and bayonet, knife
and rifle-butt
The light didn't help us at all. As a
matter of fact, you were within twenty
yards of the enemy before you could see
them, and those last few yards we covered
at the rush with a yell like a Trafalgar
Square cheer. We had all our work cut
out to deal with them, and several deeds
which would have won the V.C. in ordinary
fights passed quite unnoticed. One of the
corporals of my platoon, for instance,
stood over the body of his chum, who had
been stunned by a rifle-butt, and took on
all comers without any arms at all. It
was fist and boot for him, and the Brandenburgers knew it all right.
Just after we cleared this trench, and had
dug a little head cover for ourselves, the
machine-guns died away, perhaps because the gunners couldn't see, for the
moon gave absolutely no light at all.
We got our field telephone connected, and
after a message had been sent to the rear
our guns began to drop shells a hundred
yards in front of us, while the Germans
tried to get theirs through that barrier
so that they could cut us up.
Through the Inferno
Ours, however, seemed to have the
range, for presently they lifted, and we
went forward right on their heels. " Now,
then," was the message we got, " over the
top and shift 'em." And off we went
It was a rare sight to see the boys on either
hand rushing through that hell of shells,
with their heads tucked in and 'their
bodies bent forward. I, for one, . have
never pretended to be anything of a
sprinter, but I'll bet I put up a new record
for the 220 yards, and almost before we

BY PRIVATE H. EVANS
knew it we were among the Germans
again.
This time they'd taken cover on a
rough road, and were firing rifle-grenades
among us. Our first rush settled their
hash, though a few again put up a bit of
a fight. But, name or no name, the
Brandenburgers are no great shakes with
the steel ; as soon as you get the bayonets
fairly working they seem to lose heart,
and they gave way, stubbornly at first,
and then with a rush.
Another Dose of Shell,
Somebody must have been marking the
fight pretty smartly, for, as we were
chasing alter them and picking off all
the stragglers who wouldn't surrender, we
got another dose of shell—mostly tear
shells, and we couldn't run for crying and
laughing. We retired a bit to the road,
and just after midnight went forward
again right into the outskirts of the
village.
We thought we'd been having a rough
time before, but it was nothing to the time
we had in the narrow streets. • Every
house seemed to be packed with picked
Hun shots ; every doorway seemed to
conceal a machine-gun. In the first
run into the village we herded together
in a narrow street, and lots of good lads
went down in the hot reception we got.
But there was plenty of cover ; the shells
from both our own and the German guns
had torn down houses, and left heaps of
bricks and stones. There was one wall
just breast high, and we hid behind this,
with our rifles resting on the top. Every
time we saw a flash we fired at it, and in
many cases there was no flash from that
particular spot afterwards.
We were getting a bit tired through
fighting all night, but nobody wanted to
stop for a rest.
Reinforcements Arrive
When daylight came we were joined
by a big party who'd got detached from
their main body during the night. They
hadn't a single officer left, only a corporal
in command, and they came and mixed
themselves among us behind the wall.
" I've stopped a bullet," said one big
fellow with a bandage round his arm,
" and there's going to be somebody who'll
smart for it before I'm through this mud
heap."
He was quite enjoying the scrap, and
every now and then he'd duck as a bullet
whistled through the air. One of the
bullets knocked off his hat, and whizzed
it about twenty yards away.
" Can't lose that bonnet," he remarked,
" I only got it the day before we came
across and I haven't another anywhere.
I'll have to fetch it."
And he walked coolly off from behind
cover towards the hat. All the Germans
who could see him turned their rifles on
him, and the bullets hummed round him.
He got the hat and walked back, but
just as he reached the wall he went down
with a bullet in his lung. I dragged him
under cover and put him out of harm's
way.
Darn that Hun," he said, just as cool
and still smiling. " He's no darned sport
—but I got the hat."
Then he died.

That was the kind- of man we had to
live up to, and I can safely - say there
wasn't a man within earshot who wasn't
affected by his deed of daring. He threw
his life away, but he set a splendid example—one that we lived up to in the
next few hours.
Our captain wriggled along behind the
wall till he came to the centre.
" Well, lads," he asked, " what about'
it ? Shall we get along a bit ? "
The roar of " Yes, rather ! " that went
up was an eye-opener, and, with him at
our head, we rushed for the nearest house.
Rifle-butts swung at the doors like mad,
while 'the Huns at the upper windows
rained bullets among us. No sooner was
one man down than another took his
place, and when the door went we scuttled
through that house like rats in a warren.
The Germans fought like rats, too—like
rats in a corner, and when they couldn't
get swinging room for their -bayonets and
rifle-butts they kicked and bit like fiends,
One fellow—I'd just knocked his rifle
clean out of his hands—fell on top of me
and bore me to the floor with his weight.
Then he tried to bite me through the
cheek, and I had to jam my thumbs into.
his face before he'd let go. I've got the
teeth marks in my cheek now.
From House to House
We cleared that house in ten minutes.
Then we stationed some men at the upper
windows to snipe the enemy in the opposite
house, and to keep its upper windows
free while we attacked it. Of course, you
mustn't think that the whole battalion
was dealing with one house at a time—
we were in groups all down the street,
some fighting on one side and some
on the other. We'd just dealt with our
fourth house when there came a German
battalion, marching in close order, and
with bayonets fixed and bombs flying,
round the corner. They came down that
street like the tide up a shore, and when
they met our lads you could fairly hear the
crash.
Hochs ! " mixed with yells of '" Play
up ! " " Bid 'ern ! " and that sort of
thing. Germans and British fired from
upper windows into the mob, though for
our part we were pretty careful to aim
only at the spiked hehnets. The Germans
didn't seem so particular • they simply
blazed away as fast as they could load,
A little way down the street one "Fritz "
was leaning out of a window firing
from his magazine. I got a dead line on
him, waited a second, and then scored
a bull. He fell headlong to the pavement,
and lay there, a crumpled mass. Three
others I picked off in this way, and I was
as mad as I could be.
Victory at Last
I saw a hat, fly through the air, and
laughed hysterically when I remembered
the episode behind the wall. Then,
through the air, there came a big shell,
which plumped into the street in front of
our house—we actually saw it fall. There
was a thundering noise, and in an instantthe walls of the house fell outwards, me
with them.
They picked me up on a stretcher when
darkness came, but they had to wake me.
In spite of the fighting and the gun fire
going on all around me, I fell asleep
as soon as I dropped, and I lost a tremendous amount of blood thr-ough my
wound. There's one thing I regret,
however, and that's that I didn't get a
chance to be in the finish of the fighting,
when we cleared the Huns right out of
Pozieres.
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Royal Welsh Fusiliers' Gallantry at Givenchy

In the region of Givenchy the Royal Welsh Fusiliers covered
the Royal Welsh Fusiliers resorted to the bayonet and beat the
themselves wit i glory. The Germans sprang an enormous enemy back. One stalwart Welshman accounted for three
mine under tha British trenches, and a furious hand-to-hand Germans with his deadly steel, while another knocked out two
struggle for the crater ensued. Though heavily outnumbered,
with bare fists, in the course of desnerate finhting.

Thee -War Illustrated, 19th August, 1915.
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Brussiloffs Hammer Blows in Bukovina

Along the Austrian line of retreat. Broken enemy guns abandoned to the Russians. Though these weapons have been shattered, their
worth in metal makes them of considerable value at a time when every ounce of steel is essential to victory.

Russian scouts observing the enemy from amid the debris of a mill. Inset:
Trenches flooded by continual rain.

Some of the Austrian prisoners captured in General Brussiloff's Volhynia offensive. Whole army corps have surrenderea to the spirited
attacks of the Russians. now fully equipped with guns, munitions, and commanders of undoubted genius. (Exclusive photographs.)
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German Place in the Sun for Moslem Prisoners

Wounded inmates of the Wunsdorf Camp at prayer
in the prison grounds.

Well nourished and clean, Moslem prisoners at Wunsdorf leaving the mosque
presented to them by William II.

British prisoners in Germany are
WHILE
given a minimum of food and execrable
accommodation, Mohammedan subjects of the
Empire are treated with every kindness and
consideration. The design, which no doubt
emanates from high quarters, is obvious. Apart
from the fact that, Germany is in alliance with
the Ottomans, the enemy's dream of Asiatic'
possessions is by no means dispelled.
Therefore, Wunsdorf, near Berlin, is a kind
of prisoners' happy hunting-ground. Here are
congregated five hundred and sixty-nine Indian
soldiers, in well-constructed barracks. The food
consists of an abundance of rice and wheat,,
flour, potatoes, tea, sugar, and margarine, while a
sheep farm supplies the inmates with meat which
can be prepared in accordance with their religious
rites. .The Kaiser himself has presented the camp
with a mosque, where Divine service can be held.
The photographs on this page eloquently testify
to the conditions prevailing at this sunny
prisoners! home in a dismal land. Recalling the
pitiable plight of British prisoners under lock and
key in Germany, of which we have published photo
graphic evidence, the Moslems are to be congratu- General view
fated on their healthy, contented appearance.

of the mosque at Wunsdorf designed specially to meet the
spiritual requirements of Moslems.

Moslem prisoners in Germany receive preferential /treatment, good food, comfortable quarters, and consideration as to religious
scruples. Above is a camera view of the Prisoners' Volunteer Fire Brigade drawn up outside the mosque.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. J. A. BENJAMIN,
Duke of Wellington's.

Capt. R. L. HOARE,
London Regiment.

Lieut. L. A. LEA-SMITH,
East Kent Regiment.

Capt. H. E. CLIFFORD,
South African Infantry.

iptain the Hon. Roland Erasmus Philipps was the only surviving son of Lord St.
Davids, this nobleman's elder son having fallen in action in May List. Educated
at Winchester and New College, Oxford, he joined his regiment (Royal Fusiliers) in
September, 1914, and was promoted captain in February, 1915. Captain Philipps won the
Military Cross for devotion to duty last April.
Captain Herbert E. Clifford, South African Light Infantry, died of wounds received in
action. He served throughout the South African War and was mentioned in despatches.
On the outbreak of the South African Rebellion he joined General Botha's army as lieutenant,
and was promoted to captain. Subsequently he went to Egypt, and finally to the western
front.
Captain William 3. Henderson, Loyal North Lancashire Regiment. was educated at
Forest Hill School and Dulwich College. He also gained a classical scholarship at Corpus Christi
College, Oxford. For some years a member of the Dulwich O.T.C., he received a commission
in September, 1914, and just prior to his death was mentioned in despatches and awarded
the Military Cross.
Lieutenant (Temporary Captain) Arthur H. Hales, Wiltshire Regiment, was the eldest
son of the late Major-General Hales. He was an Oxford rowing " Blue." In March, 1915,
Lieut. Hales gained the Military Cross for leading his men after being twice wounded in
rescuing injured soldiers under fire.
•

Lieut. P. D. ROBINSON,
Northumberland Fusiliers.

Lieut. J. F. HEALY,
Royal Irish Rifles.

Lieut. A. H. HALES,
Wiltshire Regiment.

Lieut.-Col. H. E. BRASSEY,
Household Cavalry.

Capt. the Hon. R. E. PHILIPPS, Lieut. M. L. W. MATTHEWS
Royal Fusiliers.
West Kent Regiment.

Capt. J. P. FORSTER,
Northumberland Fusiliers.

Capt. R. G. TASKER,
Worcester Regiment.

fl

Capt. W. J. HENDERSON,
Loyal North Lancs.

Lieut. D. J. J. HARTLEY,
Dragoon Guards.

Sec.-Lieut. F. G. B. LYS,
Northants Regiment.

Lieut. A. P. GREEN,
Norfolk Regiment.

Lt. and Adjt. G. S. GATHER,
Royal Irish Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lieut. H. H. HODGES,
Sec.-Lieut. E. H. ROGERS,
Sec.-Lieut. T. S. W. WARREN,
Royal Warwicks.
Leinster Regiment.
Durham Light Infantry.
Portraits by Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, Chancellor, Swaine.

Sec.-Lieut. A. - B. COOK,
7a1 Fusiliers.
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Easy Triumph for the Imperial High Seas Fleet

Although the German Navy found its range restricted by the activity of British patrols, it achieved a good deal of piracy. One
of the German " outpost" torpedo—boats is here shown stopping a Dutch fishing steamer which she affected to find " suspicious."

"Stop l" Modern German variant of the old story of a merchant who fell among thieves. This- striking illustration by Felix
achwormstadt depicts a German submarine hauling up an enemy merchantman preparatory to sending her to the bottom.

"THE BLIGHT ©f

THE WORLD!"

Specially drawn for THE WAR ILLUSTRATED by BERNARD PARTRIDGE (See op

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

Edited by J. A. HANIAIERTON

NO CONTRABAND ?—lsolated examples of treachery on the part of German prisoners who, having gained clemency, attack
our men off guard, have made British soldiers doubly wary that the vanquished foeman has no weapon or missile concealed on his
person. Prisoners are also searched for documents likely to prove of value as divulging movements of the enemy regiments.

The War Illustrated, 26th August, 1916.
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The War illustrated
,AREA OF GENERAL CADORNA'S TRIUMPH ON THE LOWER ISONZO.—By the capture of Qorizia, on August 9th, Genera'
,Caclorna practically completed his conquest of the Lower Isonzo. Pressing on with his occupation of the Carso, he has now the rich
prize of Trieste, about twenty mites to the south—east, on the Adriatic, almost in his grasp.

ITALY'S TRIUMPH ON THE ISONZO
General Cadornas Strategy Vindicated
By Dr. James Murphy
Sometime Correspondent with the Italia Army

e'HE fall of Gorizia is, in efleet, the vindication of General Cadorna's original plan of campaign.
From the outset of the Italo-Austrian conflict, the Italian Generalissimo several times citternpted
to capture this important centre ; but former operations were dogged with persistent ill-luck. Fai,ure
of plans due to various causes, among which were floods on the River Isonzo and an insufficiency of
artillery, cost Italy the sacrifice of thousands of her brave and devoted sons during her first year of war.
While maintaining an offensive in the Trentino, General Cadorna prepared secretly and elaborately
for a final crushing blow against Gorizia, the strongest point in the Austrian barrier,' an effort which
would bring him within Striking distance of Trieste. The Editor of "The War Illustrated" has
James Murphy, the expert writer on Italy's part in the war, to contribute the following
invited
article by way of explanation of this little-known area of the world-struggle.

I

N order to understand the capture of Gorizia, and
- appreciate its bearing on the general course of the
war, - one must reduce the manifold character of
recent Italian operations to a single concept and form a
mental picture in which only the main strategic elements
stand out. It helps little towards forming an adequate
appreciation of our ally's great victory on the Lower
Isonzo if we merely say that the Italians have advanced
some five or six miles over a depth of fourteen miles and
that they have taken large numbers of prisoners, together
with valuable war booty. For the Isonzo line of defence
is almost, as important to Austria as the Rhine is to
Germany ; and the Italians have broken through it at its
strongest point. Therefore, their victory must not be
judged by the span of their advance, or the magnitude of
the loss in men and material which has
been inflicted on the enemy, but rather
by the significance of the bare fact that
the Austrian defence has been broken
where it was considered unassailable.
Nature on the Enemy Side

The whole bulk of mountains has been in Austria's
hands, while, generally speaking, the Italians have had
possession of the surrounding plains. But the frontier
line was drawn through the centre of Friuli, some miles
westward of the Isonzo, so that the Austrians had full
control of the river. The sides of the mountain range are
cleft by a number of deep river beds, which give easy
access to the plain. These were fortified by the Austrian
Staff and meant as the starting-points of a general attack
against Italy, which had been treacherously premeditated
long before the outbreak of the present conflict. By a
swift thrust General Cadorna seized the openings of the
passes during the first weeks of the Italian campaign, so
that the danger of a sudden attack from the Austrian
side was reduced to a minimum for the time being. But
there remained the question of selecting
the points where he might open an
offensive and invade the enemy's
territory.
Cadorna's Choice of Ways

Three main passes offered themselves.
At the shoulder joint of our imaginary
The Italian war is being waged not
figure is the Pass of Monte Croce, which
merely against men and guns but against
leads into the Puster Valley at Toblach
mountain barriers, where the natural oband thence westward to the Brenner
stacles immensely outweigh the opposiat Franzensf este. Here the Roman
tion offered by troops and artillery.
legions passed on several occasions, to
There ate sections of the Austrian line
break the power of their northern in
where a hundred men may hold thousands
vaders. At the elbow of the figure is
at bay. It is the siege of Sidney Street
the Predil Pass, which gives access to
repeated in a hundred places on a
the Drave Valley, where two most
colossal scale. And this was speciallyimportant railroad centres, Villach
true of Gorizia.
The Duke D'Aosta, who commanded the
and Klagenfurt, are situated. Here
To grasp the matter fully one must
Italian Army which brought about the
Napoleon entered and brought Austria
have before the mind. a picture of the
fall of Gorizia on August 9th.
to her knees. From the mountains
whole Austro-Italian front. Imagine a
colossal figure somewhat the shape of a human body which rise southward of the Drave the Isonzo runs to
stretched at full length on the ground; with its face to the the _sea. The Julian Alps guard its left bank as far as
sun. Within the outlines of that figure, even though we Gorizia. Thence the Carso overhangs it, from Gorizia
must so far interfere with its symmetry as to make it to the Adriatic. The Julian Alps and the Carso form
somewhat grotesque, we can picture the great. mass of a great fortress wall of which the Isonzo is the moat.
mountain barrier which raises its bulk against the advance That wall is broken at two points, Tolmino and Gorizia,
of the Italian Army. The feet of the figure rest at the by the Valleys of the Idria and Vippacco respectively.
juncture of the Lombardian and Venetian Plains, a few Here Cadorna decided to break through. Both these
miles north of Verona. The right arm is extended west- rivers flow westwards into the Isonzo. We shall get their
ward, skirting the northern side of the Lombardian. Plain ; relative positions well into our minds if we imagine the
but the line of the Swiss frontier crosses it quite close to Idria breaking through the forearm of our figure and the
the body, so that portion of it need not interest us further. Vippacco through its wrist. The Julian Alps form the
forearm and the Carso the hand. At the tips of the fingers
The head of the figure rests at a point—let us say, Brixen
where the Tyrolese mountain range begins its descent Trieste lies. Here the mountain rises abruptly from the
towards the German side ; and the figure is cleft in twain, sea, so that no military route to Trieste is offered in that
as through the vertebrate column, by the Brenner Pass. sector.
=The left arm is extended eastwards ; but it follows a
From Gorizia to Trieste is about nineteen miles. You
semicircular line, bending southwards at the elbow and follow the Valley of the Vippacco, at the rear of the Carso,
running along the north-eastern side of the Venetian south-eastwards as far as San Daniele ; then you turn due
-Plain, enclosing that section of it which is generally called south and are almost immediately in the plain that surFriuli, until it touches the north-eastern corner of the rounds the great Austrian seaport. From the immediate
Adriatic shore.
military viewpoint the route presents no extraordinary
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Relief map of Gorizia and the Carso Plateau, showing the
tremendoUs :natural defences of the "Gibraltar of the Isonzo."

Gabriele and on the south by Monte San Michele. On its
western front the Isonzo flows in a deep gorge. Here the
Austrians erected a bridgehead for the immediate defence
of the city. Westward of the river the huge bulks of Monte
Sabotino and Podgora are thrown up from the plain,
forming two independent fortresses outside the gate of the
valley. Scarcely a crevice or a vantage point in these
hills that has not harboured artillery of every calibre.
Guns were embedded in the rock, with reinforced parapets
of concrete and steel. A military railroad system led from
one point to the other, so that artillery could be easily
transferred and brought into ever varying positions. Every
approach from the Italian side was under perfect control.
Yet the troops of Victor Emmanuel stormed Podgora a few
days after the outbreak of war ; and, though the mountain
was being gored and mangled by the great Skoda guns-,
yet the Italians succeeded in getting a footing. Immense
sacrifices had to be made. Many times I have seen it,
that mass of grey uniform, human wreckage mingled with
the steel of the guns, the roots of great trees ground into
pulp, and the whole mass being rechurned -every day.
The Italians call it Golgotha to-day. The terrible Carso
has the same story to tell. There it was impossible to bury
even the dead that lay between the first and second lines- of
Italian trenches, because the Austrian guns on the heights of
San Michele, Sabotino, and San Gabriele had the mountainsides under perfect control. - Much of the success in' the
recent advance has been due to the tunnels which Italian
engineers had bored through the solid limestone of the
mountain ; but the feature that stands out stronger than all
others his the perfect organisation displayed by- Cadorna's
troops. The Italians have proved that the old Roman
genius for organisation and initiative has not rim to seed
in its children, and has not been outdone by the German.

difficulties, but there are other considerations affecting its
choice, which cannot be openly discussed at the present,
juncture: To the ordinary observer one consideration,
is quite plain. By moving swiftly southwards, after the,
capture of Gorizia, an advancing army leaves at the rear
of its left flank a block of mountains Winch might prove
very dangerous if held strongly by the enemy. Hence
the necessity- of a simultaneous thrust forward at Tolmino.
-From Tohnitio one moves in a south-eastwardly direction
The Mandoline...Players.
along the Valley of the 'cilia, to the Plain of Laibach or
Lubiana. The distance is about thirty-five miles. At
" YOU will have to destroy once and for all this army, of
Balbach fpur great railroads meet, one of which is the mandoline-players," said Conrad to his Austrians at the
central commercial channel betv-eery Trieste and the outbreak of the Italian war. During the bombardrnen.t
Austrian interior. This is the lohger route, but it brings of Gorizia, when the Austrian defences were tumbling as if a
about a complete encirclement of Trieste.
volcano were tearing the mountains to pieces, an Italian
From this, it is clear how serious for Austria is the airman flew over the enemy's lines, dropping slips of paper
How do you like the
recent Italian advance. At the beginning of the Austro- on which were written the words <
Italian War, General •Cadorna sent forward the left wing of music of our mandolines ? " Franz Josef will find it hard
his Isonzo army at Monte Nero, north of Tolmino, and to return the answer.
on the Carso, south of Gorizia, intending to gain control
In speaking of the Gorizia capture, and judging,its bearing
of the mountains which flanked bothi valleys, aim thus on the general campaign of the Allies, one point must be
force the Austrians to withdraw from the two great portals steadfastly borne in mind. The natural defences of the
of the mountain fortress. Dut an unfortunate chain of Isonzo line so helped the. Austrians that the advantage of
circumstances hampered his advance, the ,result being that position made it possible for them to hold their ground with
the Austrians = gained sufficient time to strengthen their comparatively few men. Now that these- advantages are
defensive positions. Throughout the autumn and well gone Austria will have to withdraw troops from some other
into the winter his artillery pounded at the defences of quarter if she is to protect the interior of her territory. In
Gorizia ; bid the mountains bristled with Skoda gims, so far as Austrian resources are concerned, the Italian
and it appeared as if the idea of storming the great fortress victory is equal to the capture of half a million men.
was hopeless.
One must have travelled over the ground in order to':
realise its terrible difficulties. Gorizia has been called the
Gibraltar of the Isonzo and the Verdun of Italy ; but- these comparisons convey no more than a -vague idea of its
difficulties to the minds of those who have no first-hand
acqnaintance with the country. Except for its "histokia
interest, and the fact that it harboured 30,000 inhabitant's, .
most of whom left it soon after the outbreak of war, the
city is of little importance. It is the valley and not th5
city that is of military consequence. In no way is it a prize
or a goal ; it is simply a milestone on the road. But
it is a milestone at the summit of a gruelling ascent ; and the
military traveller will breathe more easily once he has
reached it, for the further stretches of the road offer hill
no such hardships as those which he has just experienced.
To compare it to Verdun is out of the question; for the
defences of Gorizia entirely surpass.the defences of Verdun.
At Verdun a huge French army has'been necessary to hold
the Germans at bay. At Gorizia one-f ourth of Ihe same
army could, have held the KE-, iser's troops at bay for years.
There is scarcely another military position in the world to
compare with it. It lies at the mouth of the Vippa.cco
Valley, well within what may be called the jaws. There
is ideal room for the manoeuvring of troops, and the railThe castle where the Italian flag now flies.—View in Ciorizia
road connections with the interior of Austria are excellent. t showing the castle on the hilt. While the city itself is of corn—
naratively
small importance Gorizia is a milestone on the road.
nn the north it is commanded by the heights of Monte San

Via Victrix : Italians on the Way to Gorizia

Since Italy declared war on Austria, Gorizia has bean the first
objective of General Cadorna's troops. Owing, however, to floods
and other causes, the capture of this important gate to Trieste,
on the Adriatic, was unrealised before the winter season 1915-16
set in. After many months of preparation, a carefully planned

attack brought the town under a wonderfully accurate artillery
fire, which shattered an Austrian headquarters, killing many
officers and demoralising the enemy command. The extent of the
Italian triumph is jail the more wonderful when one contemplates
the precipitous route to Gorizia, which is il lustrated in this picture.
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Austrian Army Retreats from Lower gonzo

r--

The capture of Gorizia and thousands of prisoners is an Italian
triumph of the greatest magnitude. General Cadorna abode his
time, and then let loose a storm of shells which blasted the foe
out of one of his most powerful positions. Some idea of the

Austrian patrol at a high altitude. Simultaneously
with General Brussiloff's staggering blows, General
Cadorna launched an offensive which brought about
the fall of Gorizia on August 9th.

difficulties of an Alpine campaign may be gathered from this
photograph of the path followed by one Austrian patrol, and,
inset, of an Austrian mountain gun brought up to an advan—
*.geous position over almost insurmountable obstacles.

The Power of the Pick in the Effort for Victory

After an advance, one of the primary duties is to construct roads
over captured territory to facilitate movement of troops. Such a
highway is seen being built by men of the Labour Battalion.

To be able to make roads and trenches is as essential as the need to be a good shot. This photograph shows British soldiers con—
structing a way at Contalmaison in anticipation of an advance through this captured village. Inset: Spare moments from the
ceaseless struggle. Soldiers divested of their heavy equipment resting in dug—outs adjacent to the firing line.

The War Illustrated, 26th August, 1916.

Glimmers of Kindness Amid the Cruelty of War

The fight over, a British soldier, hard and stern to outward seeming, walked along a trench giving water to the wounded Germans
waiting dejectedly to be led off prisoners. Right: British chaplain writing a postcard fora tad whose right arm was disabled.

Searching German prisoners after capture. (Official photograph. Crown
copyright reserved.) Left: British chaplain taking the names of wounded.

Wounded Germans arriving at an advanced dressing—station on the western front, July 30th. This page furnishes camera evidence
that should satisfy the German people of the humanity with which the British behave towards their wounded captives. (All these
illustrations are from official photographs.)

Through the Verdun Inferno to the Prison Camp

Wounded Germans on their way to a base hospital after a repulsed attack on Verdun. Over five months' hammering at a door they were
told would yield in five days, to be wounded or taken prisoner is their only hope of release from the terrible sacrifice to Imperial vanity.

Taken prisoners lately on the Somme, these Germans present a study in type that should animate every man of the Allies to drive them
off the soil they have invaded. The dejection of failure only emphasises the animal sullenness of their heavy faces.

The War Illustrated, 26th August, 1916. '
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Where All the Eagles are Warring logether

Austro-German position on the Stokhod, in Galicia, undergoing violent bombardment from the Russian guns. Directly her deficiency
of munitions was made good, Russia's pressure upon Austria became irresistible, and once more she moved with deliberate purposefulness towards the territory of the Dual Monarchy, not this time to be repelled.

The medals, and especially the three crosses, on this Cossack's breast testify that his martial bearing is not the theatrical pose of a
carpet soldier. The Russian Cross of St. George is not scattered indiscriminately like the German Iron Cross. Right: Russian
troops massing before an advance upon German troops in the north.

At the end of the path of glory. Nothing could be more solemn than the military burial of a Russian soldier, who has fallen on the field
of honour, in consecrated ground and with all the beautiful ceremonial of the Orthodox Church.
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BATTLE PICTURES f( Ne G AT WAR
The Russian Drive into Galica Wfa
T the end of June, 1916, it seemed as though all that
the Russians had done to recover their full striking
power had been done in vain. By an unexpected
explosion of force they had again crippled the Austrians.
Out of five Austro-German armies, ranged on a front of
two hundred and sixty miles from the Pripet Marshes to
-the Bukovina frontier, two had been broken and two badly
battered. Only the Central Austrian Army, under the
Bavarian General Count von Bothmer, remained strong
and firm. Of the total forces of nine hundred thousand
Austrians, Hungarians, and Germans, a half had been put out
of action.
Yet the Russian commander, General Brussiloff, who had
accomplished this extraordinary stroke of surprise, could
not claim a definite victory. It seemed, indeed, as though
his successes would prove his undoing, for Hindenburg had
come with tremendous energy to the rescue of Austria.
All the year the field-marshal had been quarrelling with
Kaiser, Crown Prince, the German Chief of Staff, and the
Austrian Chief of Staff. He held that the Verdun and
Trentino operations were disastrous mistakes, and that
as Russia was rich in men and poor in machinery, every
available man, gun, and shell should have been launched
against her early in the spring of the year.
Undoubtedly the old marshal was right Events had
confirmed him. So he insisted, in the first week of June,
in getting practically all control of the war in his hands.
He stopped the Trentino operations, slowed down the
Verdun affair, and brought troops by the hundred thousand
from the Italian and French fronts. The main stream of
shells, the daily output of which was nearly half a million,
was directed towards two places marked by arrows on
Hindenburg's map. These places were Kovel and Lemberg.
Something like a thousand more heavy guns were railed to
the Kovel and Lemberg sectors. Two powerful new
armies were transported towards the positions at which
Brussiloff was hammering.
Then, in the third week of June, 1916, Hindenburg opened
one of the two most important campaigns in the war.
Next to the Battle of the Marne ranks the Battle of the
Styr. Everything between October, 1914, and May, 1916,
is episodal to these two powerful turning-points in the
European conflict. Hindenburg did not intend merely to
recover the ground at Lutsk and Dubno, which the Austrian
Archduke had lost. He aimed to drain Russia of all her
remaining strength by a long, horrible, grinding movement
through the wheat-belt towards the Black Sea. Russia
was still weak. Her new 6 in. guns were outranged by
hundreds of German and Austrian monster pieces of
artillery. Her shell supply, though fairly good, did not
permit her gunners to maintain a long, hurricane fire.
The Battle of the Styr
Hindenburg, on the other hand, could keep a thousand
guns in action, day and night, for a month, replace them
when worn out, and maintain his shell supply. Behind
his lines was a vast and intricate network of light railways,
connected "with old and new main tracks. Germany's
enormous production of rails, locomotives, and trucks was
quite as important as her enormous production of shells
and guns. Hindenburg fought chiefly by means of railway
power.
His method was a slow one, and by the end of June his
,Kovel army had only regained the Stokhod River marshes
and advanced a few .miles towards the Styr River line.
k'or the rate of the advance was conditioned by the rate of
"reconstructing the main railway track and building the
light railway branches. But the method seemed irre'sistible. The hitherto victorious Russian armies, under
General Kaledin and General Sakharoff, were overwhelmed
.by an almost continuous tempest of high-explosive shells
and shrapnel bullets. Only when the new Russian trenches
were flattened did the German and Austrian infantry send

A

By. Edward Hin At

out patrols with machine-guns, and then advance in force.
Much of the land by the Stokhod River was swampy, so
that the Russians could not dig deep caverns for machinegun shelters. Stubbornly fighting, and with many skilful
rearguard actions, Kaledin withdrew towards Lutsk, while
Sakharoff protected his flank in the Dubno sector.
When night fell, on July 3rd, 1916, it looked as though
Hindenburg was likely to win the grand success in the war.
So far the battle was not immediately decisive, but it was
testing fully the strength of Germany and Russia ; and
Russia, despite the help obtained from British, Japanese,
and American war factories, apparently could not withstand the pressure brought against her. And if she could
not resist on the ground she had chosen for a display of her
renewed strength, what could she do when Hindenburg
had broken through ?
But on the morning of July 4th, 1916, there was an
extraordinary change in the situation. The explanation
was that General Brussiloff had foreseen everything that
his opponent would do. He had foreseen it for quite a
year, when he was fighting Mackensen and Linsingen in
Galicia. And he had been preparing for a year against the
Hindenburg-Mackensen blasting tactics. Two new mighty
Russian armies, composed of several millions of men, had
been training all the winter, spring, and early summer for a
decisive test of strength against Germany's siege-guns,
shell factories, and railway works.
Old Asiatic Warfare Revived
Unknown to the Germans, a third Russian army, underGeneral Lesh, advanced under cover of darkness in the
Kovel sector, towards the Styr front at Kolki. Lesh, who
had fought Mackensen at Cholm, in August, 1915, was one
of the most original minds in the Russian Army. With
Alexeieff his chief, Brussiloff his local commander, and his
comrades Kaledin, Sakharoff, Tcherbacheff, and Lechitsky,
Lesh had worked out a strange, new, stern way of fighting.
All these Russians, with Alexeieff - drawn from the
peasantry and Brussiloff from the old aristocracy, had gone
back studiously and deliberately to the old Asiatic form of
warfare. At first there was nothing remarkable about
Lesh's infantrymen. They came forward in open artillery
order, while their guns were breaking paths for them in the
Austrian wire entanglements. The advanced companies,
charging over the wide spaces between the opposing trenches,
took shelter in shell-holes, linked some of them together by
digging, and helped to cover with their musketry and
machine-gun fire the next open, thin wave of attack.
In all this there was nothing different from the British-and
French method of infantry advance, except in regard to
artillery support.
The Russian guns could not dominate the greater number
of more powerful German and Austrian pieces of artillery.
The gunners, indeed, often could not spare shell to batter
and choke all the enemy's dug-outs. Generally, they
dodged the hostile counter-battery fire, broke paths in the
entanglements, and maintained a curtain fire on the
Austro-German second line. Their chief task was to hinder
ammunition and food leaching the enemy's first line.
All the grand work of attack was carried out by the Russian
infantry and cavalry.
For the waves of advance continued, until their number
began to grow terrifying. In places the Germans say they
counted a series of thirty-six waves. Yet the, tactics werenot those of the German mass attack. No large, compact
targets were presented amid the hurricane of shrapnel
and squalls of machine-gun bullets with which Linsingen
tried to break up the advance. The Russians were wide
apart, and. after a short rush they fell and dug themselves
in with intense labour.
When most of the old shell-holes were full of Russian
[Continued on page 38

Dancing a Highland Fling in Face of the Enemy

A stirring account of the prowess and pluck of the Manchester
" Pals" in the First of July advance is related by a young
officer who led a battalion into action. Disappointed that they
had not been in any of the raiding parties preceding the advance.

the men from Manchester were determined to make up for it
when the hour for going forward struck. One sergeant—major
was so overjoyed that he actually danced a Highland fling on the
parapet of his trench, in full view of the enemy.,

Imperial Camel Corps Ride Down the Turks

The recent Turkish effort -against Egypt may be said to be as
great a failure as any of their previous attempts. In the coprse of
a vigorous pursuit of the Ottoman troops in the Katia district,
east of the Port Said end of the Suez Canal, the Imperial Camel
Corps came into brilliant action in the southern part of the line.

Charging full tilt on to the enemy entrenchments, the ponderous
camels with their agile riders drove the Turks from their
positions. Falling back on Bir—el—Ab, the enemy endeavoured to
rally, but eventually had to give way, retreating along previously
prepared points. The British victory was complete.

THE RUSSIAN DRIVE INTO GALICIA (c°27t, 57 rain-soaked marshlands, General Brussiloff turned towards
infantrymen, firing against unbroken, fortified lines of
parapets and redoubts, tens of thousands of Cossack horsemen galloped out and over their crouching foot soldiers,
in an apparent act of general suicide. The German and
Austrian gunners lifted too late to catch the wild horsemen,
who, while the enemy was changing the range, whirled
through the tempest of shrapnel. Instead, however, of
riding on, madly and hopelessly, at the hostile trenches,
the Cossacks leaped from their little horses, turned their
mounts into living cover, and opened fire. Then the
Russian waves of infantry resumed.
The method of the Russians became clear. They were
adapting to modern conditions the swarm attack of the
Mongol era. In her day of extreme crisis, strange, niedixyal,
half-Oriental Russia, with her terrible memories of the
Mongol and Tartar conquerors of the world, reverted to
the swarm method of ancient Asia. All that she had
learnt in other periods of bitter strain from Genghis Khan's
and Tamerlane's lieutenants she revived and modernised
for use against Germany. Millions of armed, newly-trained
men were echeloned between the Styr and the Black Sea.
As the front ranks wasted under the hurricane fire from
the Teutons' guns, the mass behind surged onward in
another wave movement.
If the Russian gunners could maintain their curtain

This Russian soldier's burden is neither estrange form of bagpipe
nor a harmless hookah, but a gas apparatus captured from the
Austrians during General Brussiloft's great push.

fire over the Austro-German communications the end
was inevitable. It was reached in twenty-four hours in
one sector and- in thirty-six hours in the other. Then
naked human power—a long steel weapon in the strong
hands of an angry peasant—triumphed over all the elaborate
mechanism of slaughter devised by German science. Mainly
with the bayonet and sabre the Russians struck home.
High explosive was needed too much by gunners to spend
on hand-bombs, and the Russians preferred the bayonet,
despite its awkwardness in trench and dug-out fighting.
When the new Austro-German front broke, the terrific
Russian pressure at once produced large results. The
mounted Cossacks spread in a mobile flood in the rear,
towards the Pripet Marshes, surrounded brigades, and shot
down gun-teams. Nearly half the hostile forces on the
sector were put out of action. But when General Lesh
and General Kaledin came to the Stokhod line they were
held up. Rain fell heavily, widening the marshes by the
river, and, under these untoward weather conditions, the
advance on Kovel had to be postponed.
But only the direction of the great Russian thrust was
altered. Kovel had been an alluring goal of attack, because
it was a main railway j unction, where the German and
Austrian forces connected. Had it been taken, Hindenburg's
Polish and Courlander lines would have been seriously
endangered. But as Kovel was newly moated by the

Lemberg.
The enemy's Lemberg line was defended by a man of
Arab blood, Bohm Ermolli, whom Sakharoff, in the first
surprise attack, had pushed back towards Brody. In
the second week in July, Sakharoff was given the great
stream of men that Kaledin and Lesh were for the time
unable to use. Sakharoff struck on July i6th, 1916, with
unparalleled effect.
Russian Night Swarm Attack
. He had learned that Hindenburg's Staff was arming
BOhm Ermolli for a more terrific attack than Linsingen
had delivered. Linsingen's vain thrust had only been
intended to shake the blunt front of the Russian salient.
BOhm Ermolli's task was to win a decision by striking a
terrific blow low on the Russian flank. For three weeks
he had been increasing his forces and his heavy-gun power
and storing shell. In village cellars, which the Teutons
afterwards had no time to blow up, two hundred thousand
shells were found, and more than that quantity, was
exploded by them in their retreat.
Sakharoff could not await the blow. His guns were
too weak to answer the enemy's monster artillery. So
he attacked at the time when the over-confident, careless
enemy was immersed in the muddle of his own final preparations. Avoiding the Styr line, where the chief phalanx
of Krupp and Skoda guns was placed, Sakharoff struck at
his enemy's flank. About an hour after midnight the
Russian infantry advanced in silence through the darkness,
without artillery preparation, made a series of brushwood
paths across a marsh, and put a light bridge over a stream,
without being discovered.
They reached the wire entanglements and removed
some of the supports, and then, being at last observed,
rushed the Austrian fire trenches. 'By the time the first
line was taken the troops in the second line were well
prepared to resist. But, with the marsh and river bridged,
and the entanglements and fire-trenches taken, the enemy
was left with no means of resisting the nocturnal swarm
attack of the Russians.
The German and Austrian gunner- were baffled by the
darkness, the loss of their observing officers, and the general
confusion in their second line. They did not know where
the Russian bridges had been built, and could only use
shrapnel fire as a general curtain. By sunrise the Russians
were encircling important forest positions where hostile
batteries were placed, and after a long, dreadful series
of hand-to-hand combats in daylight among the headwaters of the Styr and its tributaries, the battle was won
by nightfall. Captured German and Austrian guns, with
their huge shell supplies, were turned upon BOhm Ermolli's
broken army. Brody was stormed, and the enemy's lost
big pieces were hauled within eight miles of the Lemberg
railway.
The Spirit of the Hive
Loud echoes of the rage of Hindenburg resounded across
Europe. He wanted to dismiss not only Bohm Ermolli
and Ermolli's chief, the Archduke Frederick, but every
Austrian Royal commander and ordinary general.
The total German and Austrian losses exceeded threequarters of a million men. More than 330,000 officers
and men were prisoners. Hindenburg had failed on the
Styr more completely than Moltke had failed on the Marne.
Everything seemed to show that the veritable turning
point in the war had been reached.
The Russian Staff calculated it had sufficient men
to go on making swarm attacks for two years. Not in the
days of Napoleon had the Russian people reached so terrible
a height of communal battle fury. The systematic atrocity
of the Teutons had revived in them the spirit of the swarm,
by which in ancient time they broke the power of the
Golden Horde. Like a cloud of angry bees they fought,
eager to sting and die so that the stock might survive and
flourish. Eighty out of a hundred of them were patient,
quiet, pious peasants, still coloured with primitive village
Socialism and medival trains of thought. To them the
Kaiser was Anti-Christ ; it was not death to fall fighting
him, but martyrdom. Glorious and dreadful were the
Russians when this high mood was upon them.
Next attic"; : The Rout of the Turks at StLz.
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Cossacks Rout Germaas at the Point of the Sabre

During the great Russian offensive in Volftynia some of the conjunction witha powerful arrnosred train. Ata critinal moment
redoubtable Cossack regiments have helped to sweep the several hundred Cossacks, under command of Colonel Smirnoff
Austro—Germans back. The enemy made a determined counter— charged into the Germans' flank and scattered the enemy at the
attack on the village of Svidniki, to the north of the Stokhod, in point of the sabre. Many machine—guns were captured.
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Cover for Horses from the Relentless Shell

Once somebody's parlour, now a horse's stable. The ubiquitous
shells have devastated the home, but with the roof and three walls
still standing, an excellent stall for the quadruped is provided.

Observation proves that the horse is mortally afraid of shells, but, like the human being, he endeavours to show a bold front. To the
credit of our soldiers be it recorded that they take every possible care of their horses, giving them cover from shell fire whenever
Possible. This photograph and the inset show horses stabled under cover and at a well somewhere in France,

Far_ el
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Arduous Anti ery Work Under the August Sun

A welcome arrival in the firing-line. Mules bringing up water
for the guns' crews in action on the western front.

Loading a gun. Under the hot summer sun the gunners were
compelled to strip to the waist in order to carry on their work.

Driving home the shell.. The gun-teams shown in these photographs were busily engaged putting over curtain fire, or barrage, to
prevent supplies being brought up to the_ enemy's fine. According to prisoners' statements, Germans in the fixst,line were for
days without food during the earlier British bombardments on the Somme. Inset: Loading a gun with one of our big shell.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

WITH "DERBY'S DEVILS" IN
DELVILLE WOOD

I

T seems a strange thing that 1, who
six months ago was a warehouseman
in London, should now be lying on
this bed, after taking part in as strenuous
a fight as ever fell to the lot of a soldier.
Yet it's a fact, and I, for one, am proud
that I have had the privilege of doing
my bit for the Homeland, even though I
was only a Derby armleteer.
During the advance on the German
front line we had shown that, although
comparatively new soldiers, we were good
fighting men, as the nickname we had
earned for ourselves—" Derby's Devils "
—shows. No seasoned troops were more
eager to be over the parapets than we
were ; no better fighting men could be found
anywhere than among the platoons of
the New Army, just out from England.
Against the Prussian Guard
We acted as supports during the attack
on Porteres, and so we didn't get many
casualties, the only time we got hit being
when German shells came over through
the barrage, and dropped among the ruins
of the trenches they had so lately occupied
themselves. But, after the London
" Terriers " and the Australians had made
mincemeat of the Germans in the village,
we got orders to stand by to clear the
wood, which was still strongly held by
the Huns.
We were informed that the troops we
had to face were the famous Prussian
Guard, but when we remembered what the
" Kilties " had done to them at Gormnecourt—and that after crossing a shellswept plain and in the teeth of hundreds
of machine-guns--we weren't at all nervous, though it certainly was an unprecedented thing to put what one might
fairly call half-trained men against the
supposedly best fighters in Europe.
Anyhow, we were all keen, and we
waited patiently for 'our guns to sweep
the outer edge of the wood, so that we
could get over and among the trees. It
was at once a terrible and a picturesque
sight. The shells would scream over our
heads, and drop among the trees. Then
there would be a red burst of flame, and
the trees would fly in all directions, some
chopped off clean at the roots, others
torn right out of the ground.
At Iast the telephone message came
that the guns were increasing their range
another hundred yards, so we stood by.
They slackened, stopped a second as the
sights were altered, and then crashed
forth again—and we were over the top,
running like fiends for the cover of the
fallen trees. But, although the barrage
of shell prevented the Germans from
bringing up any supports, there were still
plenty of them left among the timber,
and they were far from pleased to see
Us. At least, that was the impression we
got as w e took the first cover that came
to hand.
Sniping the Sniper
The Germans were there in hundreds,
snug and safe in dug-outs and under
cover, and it seemed at first as though
the bombardment had only been a waste
of ammunition and time. But we weren't
troubling much ah,out shell then ; it isn't
the big stuff tliatgets
you, as a rule—
.

BY PRIVATE L. FLETCHER
rifle and machine-gun bullets are infinitely
more dangerous.
" Steady, lads ! " cried our sergeant—
one of the old Regular Army men. " Get
on the bull before you pull trigger, unless'
you're snipers, and you'll score every
time."
His voice steadied those of us who
were flustered, and the shooting wasn't
at all wild. I lay behind the root of a
tree which both gave me excellent head
cover and provided a rest for the barrel
of my rifle. Somebody, on the other side
had picked me out as his special target,
and after three or four bullets had chipped
bits of root off, I took great pains to
keep myself covered, though I kept an
eyc lifting as well.
It wasn't long before I found my
persistent friend. As I watched, his
spiked hat raised itself for a second, then
his rifle muzzle spat at me and disappeared. I waited for him ; the butt
pressed into my shoulder, my eye along
the sight, and my finger itching to pull
the trigger off. It seemed ages before
he bobbed up again—and then I got him.
At least, I didn't get any more rounds
from that quarter.
" Have you got your magazine full ? "
asked the sergeant just behind me. I
had. " Then you can advance as you
like, but don't get out of touch, and
don't forget your signals." And he was
gone to the next man.
Getting My Own Back
I waited my chance, and crawled
twenty yards forward into a shell-hole,
where the second-lieutenant of my company was already lying.
" Come on I " he said cheerily. " You'll
be able to do some .good snapshooting
here ! The place is simply full of them !
I grinned, and settled down to shoot.
One by one men crawled through the
tangled trees, and snuggled in the hole,
till there was standing room only.
" We'll get a shell here in a minute,"
remarked the sub. " That sausage there
has marked us down, I'll bet."
He'd hardly got the words out before
a big howitzer shell sailed over, and
blew a nice convenient crater about fifty
yards ahead. The sub was undaunted.
" That's another nice bit of cover, lads,"
he said. " Let's take advantage of it
while the taking is good."
We jumped up and rushed, heads well
down, rifles loaded, bombs in hand and
bayonets fixed. Just as we reached the crater rim a party of about fifty Germans
came crashing towards it, and it was a
case of " pull Devils, pull Huns." Anyway, we got three or four volleys into
them before they were on top of us.
They didn't stay to attack, they simply
crashed down into the crater, and then'
began the most glorious ten minutes I've
ever struck. It was thrust and thump
with the butt, firing off the cartridges
in our magazines with the muzzles touching flesh. You could smell -the burnt
clothing as you fired, and I got a nice
clump on the side of the head that made
me very annoyed. I said so, too, and
pointed my remarks by spitting the
Prussian Guard I was fighting neatly
on my skewer. That was a bit of my
own back, anyway.

We'd just disposed of that little lot
when a second storming-party came from
the Germans' side, but before they got
to the crater they were all chopped up.
A second platoon of ours had just collected
in another shell-hole to our left, and,
thinking we still had our hands full with
the first lot, had kindly attended to the
new-comers for us. But we didn't exactly
appreciate it.
Hi, there ! " called our boy-officer.
" Will you kindly mind your own business
and find your own Huns to strafe. We've
got a patent out for the ground ahead
of us, and if you infringe it again you'll
get an injunction you won't like I " And
we all said, " Hear, hear I " and laughed
like the dickens. It's strange what little
things appear funny at times like this.
A Zulu Yell
Again our guns stopped for a second,
and then crashed on again, and again
we went forward at -the heels of the 'shell.
There didn't seem to be any organised
resistance -for a time ; the fighting was
quite detached. Here there'd be a little
battle between a section under cover
and a group of Germans ; there we would
be advancing as fast as the shells would
let us without a single target to shoot
at. It was a game of hide-and-seek,
too. .As you crawled from cover to
advance, mostly on your knees, a- bullet
would zip past you, and you'd drop flat
and look where it came from. Then you'd
get up and fire, and there'd be no' answering round, but as soon as you crawled
out again the mysterious snipers would
pot away at you.
We came at last to a rough trench
chopped out of the ground, with a breastwork of tree trunks. In some queer way
our shells had missed it quite, and the
Prussians were as thick as thieves inside
it. They were ready for us, too, and
gave us no peace.
" Well, they're asking for it, lads l "
shouted the young officer. " Just show
'em what ' Derby's Devils ' can do ! "
And he was up and running, with a
bit of a walking-cane in one hand and
a revolver in the other, and we were
after him, with a yell that would havedone credit to a Zulu regiment. And
they waited for us, and threw us back
by sheer weight. But not far. We
crashed on and on again and again,
simply maddened. I got a bullet through
the upper part of my arm, but didn't
feel it, and when at last we did get over
the top it was hell itself. Stab—swear-----stab ; bang and crash with the butt.
The officer laid about him with the cane till
his revolver was empty, then, just as he
clubbed a German officer with the butt,
he got a bullet somewhere. I saw him
go down and jumped for him, but a
bayonet picked me up neatly as I dropped,
and pinned me down. I had just strength
enough to fire the last cartridge in my
magazine point-blank at the grinning face
in front of me.
Willing to Go Again
Then I just slipped off, and when I
next knew anything I had. a dead Boclie
for a pillow and a field-dressing round
my arm, and another one round my
" tummy." But " Derby's Devils " had
taken and held that German trench, and
were only waiting for daylight to go
ahead and get another -section of line.
At last they advanced, and left me
behind to be picked up by the R.A.M.C.
and—so here I am, on the shelf for a bit;
but glad I went, and willing to go again
if I'm well in time. You see, I want to
be in at the death.

F
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Coffee in P ce of Bombs and Bayonets

Many of the underground shelters on the western front were so
deep that even the appalling torrent of heavy shells poured on
them from our guns left them intact. A party of our men made
its way down into the trench here depicted, thirty feet below
the surface, and found it quite uniniured, fitted w ith wire—mattress

beds laid down one side of the shelter and tenanted by Germans
who were making coffee. Far from showing any resistance,
they threw up their hands at sight of the bayonets, and concili—
atorily offered their captors the coffee, a German Red Cross'
attendant being most profuse in his proffer of hospitality.
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After the Fight •Speaking by Flag and Wireless

Ingenious arrangement for watering horses from a long, portable
canvas trough held in position by short logs.

Salvaging equipment. A special department collects the personal
effects of fallen soldiers and transmits them to relatives.

R.F.O. officer receiving information of an enemy gun position, by
wireless, which is conveyed to the gunners through a megaphone.

Artillery signallers conveying information by flag regarding hostile positions. One observer on his knees is earnestly searching the
horizon through a powerful field telescope. In the shelter a soldier is about to set light to the stove.
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With the Tsar's Forces on the Fields of France

The Russian forces on the French front are as popular as General Haig's men.
This photograph shows a Slav kitchen near the firing-line.

'FOLLOWING on the disembarkation of
Russian troops at Marseilles, another
detachment landed at Brest on August znd,
amid scenes of great enthusiasm. No two nations
are more in accord than France and Russia.
Temperamentally, the Slav approximates near
to the Gallic spirit. For generations educated
RtiSsians have spoken the French language with
as great a facility as they have discoursed in
their native tongue. Thus, life in France to the Tsar's troops is not so unusual an experience as it is to our own men. In fact,
wearing the same steel helmet, the Russian at
first glance is scarcely distinguishable from
General Joffre's men: The photographs on
this page are from the sector held by the
Russians in the Champagne district, where they
have been in continuous action with the Boches.
At Auberive, during the last days of July, the
Russians, in the course of a violent night
attack, penetrated beyond the enemy trenches,
cleared the position with grenades, and brought
back a number of German prisoners.

Russian Red Cross men carrying a wounded
comrade along a communication trench.

Russian troops, equipped forconflict, proceeding
along a communication trench.

Soup, an indispensable French course, is equally in demand by the Russian
troops, fighting shoulder to shoulder with the Allies.

The Russian is a brave soldier with a generous soul. Bearing no malice, he is
ever willing to help a wounded foeman vanquished in fair fight.
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Piety and Patriotism: Prayer on the Field of War

No Divine service is more affecting than a military church parade. The close
proximity of suffering and death inspires in the fighting man a deep and
sincere reverence of the immaterial side of life.

Prior to turning it against the retreating Germans, British artillerymen
examine a captured enemy gun:

Why the ambulance was delayed. A not infrequent difficulty on the west front when the weather has been unfavourable.
photograph come Britich officers are seen enjoying a little tight refreshment in a reserve trench.

in the third
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Kaiser and Crown Prince on the Western Front

The Kaiser at a distribution of Iron Crosses to troops on the
western front.

The German Crown Prince conversing with some of his troops who took part in the Verdun lighting. Inset is another snapshot of
the Hohenzollern heir, which seams to prove that the caricaturists do not over—exaggerate his eccentric figure.
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Britain's Chosen Sons: More Heroes of the V.C.

Capt. L. W. B. REES,
R.A., R.F.C., for galtangy dispersing ten
aeroplanes.

Lieut. A. S. C. MACLAREN,
R.F.C., won Military Cross.
He swooped down on Fokkers and destroyed them.

Acting-Sergt. JOHN ERSKINE, Scottish
Rifles, T.F., won the V.C. for leaving a
mine crater and rescuing his wounded
officer, a sergeant, and a private under
continuous fire.

Pte. G. W. CHAFER, East Yorks, awarded
V.C. for initiative in taking an important
message from a wounded man and carrying
it along a heavily-shelled parapet.

Pte. O,. STRINGER, Manchester Regt., won the V.C. for
single-handed keeping the enemy off the flank of his
battalion by a deft use of hand-grenades, thereby rendering possible a steady withdrawal.

Sapper W. HACKETT, V.C. With four men,
he was entombed by a mine explosion.
He helped three out, but stayed with the
fourth and, the gallery collapsing, both
perished.

Lieut. B. J. W. M. MOORE
R.F.C., won Military Cross for
destroying two kite-balloons
guarded by aircraft.

Lieut. R. B. B. JONES, L. N
Lanes, awarded V.C. for inspiriting his men when trapped in a captured mine crater,

Pte. A. H. PROCTOR, Liverpool Regt.,
won the V.C. for conspicuous bravery. In
civil life he was a clerk and a Sunday-school
worker at Birkenhead.

